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1

1.0

OVERVIEW AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION

1.1

Introduction

The Comprehensive Plan contained in this document represents the culmination of months of
discussion and study by the City of Manistique Planning and Zoning Commission, with technical
assistance from the Central Upper Peninsula Regional Commission (CUPPAD). The plan can be
divided into two primary areas -- background information, and goals, policies and objectives
which will guides the City's future development.

Background information on population trends, the local economy, land use, and community
facilities, among other items, is useful is forming a complete picture of the community's growth
and development over time -- in other words, "where are we now, and how did we get here?"
To then help make the transition from this examination of background data into a discussion of
future directions, a community survey was conducted to assess local residents' opinions of the
current situation and the direction they felt the community should take in the future.

Chapters 11 and 12 of this plan focus on the City of Manistique's future. Once the Planning
Commission has gained an understanding of the past and present situation in the community,
the question becomes "where do we want to go in the future, and what policies can help our
community achieve those goals?" The last two chapters of this plan build on the first ten, and
provide a framework for guiding the city's future development.
2

In addition to providing a general framework for development, the goals, policies and
objectives articulated in this plan will assist the Planning Commission to update the zoning
ordinance to reflect the desired future directions for the city, and to review proposed public
improvements in accordance with Act 285 of 1931, the Municipal Planning Act.

The City or Village Zoning Act, Act 207 of 1921, requires that zoning regulations and districts be
established "in accordance with a plan designed to promote or accomplish the objectives of this
act" (MCL 125.581, Sec. 1(2)). This Comprehensive Plan meets this statutory requirement.

The Municipal Planning Act, under which the Planning Commission is established, states that
"no street, square, park or other public way, ground, or open space, or public building or
structure, shall be constructed or authorized . . . until the location, character, and extent
thereof shall have been submitted to and approved by the commission." In other words, the
Planning Commission is charged with reviewing public improvements to determine the
consistency of such improvements with the City's Comprehensive Plan. Such review is not
binding on the City Council; if the Planning Commission finds that a proposed public
improvement is not consistent with the objectives of the plan, the Council can overrule the
disapproval by a 2/3 majority vote of its entire membership. However, Planning Commission
review provides a valuable tool for ensuring that public improvements promote the goals and
objectives defined during this lengthy and exhaustive planning process.

3

1.2

Community Description

The City of Manistique is the largest community, and the only incorporated city, in Schoolcraft
County. The City has its roots in the logging boom of the late 19th and early 20 centuries, when
billions of board feet of white pine were cut in Michigan's Upper Peninsula.

The location at the mouth of the Manistique River, which drains about 1,450 square miles of
the central U.P., was a natural for the founding of a logging community. The Manistique and
Indian Rivers offered the opportunity to float logs to Lake Michigan, and the harbor at the
river's mouth meant that lumber could be loaded and shipped to other destinations. A number
of lumber mills sprang up at the river mouth, docking and loading facilities were constructed,
and a community was begun. It is estimated that over 4 billion board feet of white pine lumber
were cut by three of the five mills in the Manistique area during the peak of the logging,
between 1863 and 1912.

Even after the white pine and other timber species were cut over, and the loggers and their
equipment had moved on, the wood products industry remained an integral part of the local
economy. Today, Manistique Papers, Inc., which manufactures recycled paper, is the county's
largest private employer, and there are several small wood products companies operating in
the county.

4

From 1891 until about 1920, a blast furnace operated in Manistique, on the site of the present
industrial park. The furnace utilized the abundant local resources of limestone and hardwood
for charcoal, combined with iron ore from the Marquette area, to manufacture pig iron.

After the forestlands that surrounded Manistique were cut over, many areas were drained and
burned for use as farmland. Exten-sive agricultural operations did not develop, however,
probably due to a combination of marginal climate for most agricultural products, and lack of
suitable sites. Most of these cutover lands are now part of the large amount of public land in
Schoolcraft County, including the Hiawatha National Forest, the Lake Superior State Forest and
the Seney National Wildlife Refuge.

Manistique has evolved from a lumber mill town to a center for retail trade for Schoolcraft
County, and as a tourist community. The scenic Lake Michigan shoreline draws many
vacationers to the area, and travelers to and from Mackinac Island, the Pictured Rocks National
Lakeshore, and other Upper Peninsula tourist attractions pass through Manistique. Both
summer and winter offer opportunities for tourism, as there is a strong winter draw for skiers
and snowmobilers.

For the past 50 years, the populations of Manistique and Schoolcraft County have declined.
Along with this declining population, there has been an aging of the population, as well as of
the infrastructure and housing in the city. Manistique, however, is far from a community in
decline; significant efforts are being made to update infrastructure, attract new employers and
5

visitors, and improve the physical appearance of the community. This plan will help to provide
a framework for these future improvements.

6
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2.0

POPULATION

2.1

Introduction

Examination of population trends in a community and the surrounding area is an important
component of any comprehensive planning effort. Population trends can reveal a wealth of
information about a community's history, as changes in the population are often linked to
changes in the local or regional economy. Population trends also give indications of what
communities can expect in the future. For example, the current aging of the population
nationwide is reflected in most communities in this area, and will have an impact on the type of
services which will be needed in the future.

2.2

Population Trends

The City of Manistique has experienced a steady population decline during the last 50 years.
While this decline has also occurred at the County level, with the exception of the period of
1970 to 1980, it is interesting to note that the population of the three townships surrounding
Manistique has increased over the past few decades, as the City's population has declined. This
phenomenon has occurred in many areas, as residents of larger communities move to more
rural areas. People cite a variety of reasons for such migrations, including lower taxes in rural
areas, lower density residential development and the opportunity to own and live on a larger
parcel of land, lower crime rates, etc. While Doyle Township has not experienced population
2

gains of the magnitude of the other Townships included here, a number of summer homes
recently built in the Michibay area indicate future population increases may occur as these
homes are converted to permanent retirement residences. Doyle Township is included in these
population discussions due to the influence of the Township's population and economy. Table
2-1 and Figure 2-1 illustrate the population trends for the local area since 1940.
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Table 2-1
Population Trends, 1940-1990

1940

City of Manistique

1950

5,399

% Change
Doyle Twp.

592

% Change
Hiawatha Twp.

588

% Change
Manistique Twp.

526

% Change
Thompson Twp.

359

% Change
Schoolcraft Co.

9,524

% Change
Region

154,436
% Change

State

5,260,000
% Change

1960

1970

1980

1990

5,086

4,875

4,324

3,962

3,456

-5.8%

-4.1%

-11.3%

-8.4%

-12.8%

556

586

615

629

616

-6.1%

5.4%

+4.9%

+2.3%

-2.1%

644

695

802

1,096

1,279

+9.5%

+7.9%

+15.4%

+36.7%

+16.7%

587

645

716

862

916

+11.6%

+9.9%

+11.0%

+20.4%

+6.3%

296

311

317

398

464

-17.5%

+5.1%

+1.9%

+25.6%

+16.6%

9,148

8,953

8,226

8,595

8,302

-3.9%

-2.1%

-8.1%

+4.5%

-3.4%

149,865

157,257

165,744

182,390

177,692

-3.0%

+4.9%

+5.4%

+10.0%

-2.6%

6,370,000

7,820,000

8,870,000

9,260,000

9,300,000

+21%

+23%

+13%

+4%

+0.4%

Source: U.S. Census, 1940-1990
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The City of Manistique's population has declined a total of 36 percent since 1940. The decline
in most decades has exceeded the population decline county-wide, further evidence that the
population in the outlying townships is growing, possibly at the expense of the City.

Population estimates released by the U.S. Bureau of the Census and the Michigan Department
of Management and Budget in October, 1995 show a reversal of this long trend of population
decline. According to these estimates, the City of Manistique's population increased by 301
persons between April, 1990 (the date of the 1990 Census) and July of 1994. This represents a
growth of 8.7 percent over four years, while Schoolcraft County grew by an estimated 3.5
percent. Population estimates for local units of government in 1994 were as follows: City of
Manistique, 3,757; Doyle Township, 624; Hiawatha Township, 1,260; Manistique Township,
928; Thompson Township 431; and Schoolcraft County, 8,596. The estimates show decreases in
Hiawatha and Thompson Townships, and population increases in other local units.

These estimates are prepared based on information from a variety of sources, and are not
necessarily consistent with the census figures, which are collected directly from individuals.
The 2000 census will provide a clearer indication as to whether the long-term population
decline has actually been reversed.
The State of Michigan's population has grown throughout its history, but the growth rate has
decreased rapidly during the last forty years. From a population growth rate of 23 percent
between 1950 and 1960, growth fell to 0.4 percent between 1980 and 1990. The central Upper

5

Peninsula region, which includes Schoolcraft County, has experienced fairly steady growth from
1950 to 1980; however, the regional population declined 3 percent from 1980 to 1990.

The population declines which have occurred have been as a result of out-migration. Table 2-2
below shows that since 1960, except for the 1970s, out-migration exceeded the natural
increase of the local population. For example, between 1960 and 1970, 1,321 more people
moved out of Schoolcraft County than moved in. When combined with a natural increase of
594, the net population loss was 727 persons.
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Table 2-2
Components of Schoolcraft County Population Change, 1960-1990

Time Period

Live

Deaths

Births

Natural Increase

Migration

(births minus

Population
Change

deaths)
1960-1970

1,676

1,082

594

-1,321

-727

1970-1980

1,301

1,109

192

157

349

1980-1990

1,091

1,003

88

-361

-273

1960-1990

4,068

3,194

874

-1,525

-651

Source: U.S. Census, Michigan Dept. of Mgmt. & Budget

2.3 Population Composition

The age structure and age trends of a community's population can be an indicator of the type
of facilities and services a community may need to provide for its residents in the future. For
example, if the number of young children and/or number of families with children is increasing,
the demand for playgrounds, tot lots, day care facilities and schools may well increase in the

7

future. An aging population, on the other hand, tends to require more health care facilities,
specialized housing, or transportation services.

Table 2-3 summarizes the proportion of the City's population in the age categories of under 18,
18 to 64, and 65 years of age and older. This information is also displayed in Figure 2-2. These
categories generally coincide with the school-age population, the labor force, and those who
are retired.
Table 2-3
City of Manistique Population by Age, 1970-1990

1970

1980

1990

No. of

Percent of

No. of

Percent of

No. of

Percent of

Persons

Population

Persons

Population

Persons

Population

Under 18

1,531

35.4

1,080

27.3

842

24.4

18 to 64

2,143

49.6

2,149

54.2

1,852

53.6

650

15.0

733

18.5

762

22.0

4,324

100

3,962

100

3,456

100

65 & over
Total

Source: U.S. Census, 1970-1990
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As can be seen from the above table, the proportion of the local population which is over the
age of 65 has been increasing both in numbers and percentage, despite the overall decrease in
the City's population. The proportion of the population between the ages of 18 and 64
increased in 1980, then decreased slightly by 1990, while the number and proportion of young
people decreased over the 20-year period.

A closer look at age cohorts, as provided in Figure 2-3, reveals that much of the local outmigration has occurred in the age groups which are just entering the work force. For example,
the 937 persons in the 5-14 age group in 1970 would be counted as 15 to 24 year olds in 1980.
However, in 1980 there were 650 persons in this age group, a decrease of 287 persons due to
death or net out-migration. In 1990, these persons would move into the 25-34 age group,
which again shows a decrease to 497, or 153 persons. Since the mortality rates are relatively
low in these age groups, it can safely be assumed that much of this decrease is a result of net
out-migration. This tends to confirm the belief that young people are moving out of rural
communities such as Manistique at a faster rate than they are moving in, whether because of a
lack of jobs and career opportunities locally, or for other reasons.

The question then becomes whether or not the people who are leaving the City are moving out
of Schoolcraft County, or if the increase in population in the surrounding townships can be
attributed to migration out of the City.

9

Figure 2-4 summarizes population by age cohort for the four surrounding townships combined.
While the overall increase in the townships' surrounding population is in some cases sufficient
to offset the City's losses, the gains in the younger age cohorts are relatively small.

For example, while the City's 1970 5-14 age cohort declined by 287 by 1980, the surrounding
townships also saw out-migration or other loss of 93 members of this cohort. By 1990, when
this cohort was in the 25-34 age group, it had decreased by another 153 persons in the City,
while the townships had increased by 25.

The City cohort, which was 35-44 years of age in 1970, decreased by 97 persons by 1990, when
the cohort was 55-64 years old. The same cohort in the surrounding townships increased by
128 persons over the same period, indicating that the increases in township population may
have come at the expense of the City. Census figures do not indicate where people come from
or move to when migration occurs, however, and it is also possible that those individuals which
left the City of Manistique moved out of the area entirely. Caution should be used when using
these figures to support conclusions about migration patterns.

The increase in the elderly population (65 years of age and older) over the past 20 years reflects
county, regional and state trends. An increasing awareness of the impacts of this growing
segment of the community is important because of the demands this group may place on local
services. It is also important to note that retirees on fixed incomes may be less willing and/or
able to support local services through taxes or user fees.
10

By comparison, the decrease in the number of young people in the community is of interest to
the providers of services to those age groups, including elementary and high school education.

The median age of the City's population, as well as that of the county and the surrounding
townships, increased over the past 20 years. Median age is the age at which there are an equal
number of persons above and below. Increases in the median age indicate that the population
as a whole is getting older. This trend also occurred at state and national levels, but at a slower
rate. In Manistique, the median age has increased 23.1 percent since 1970, while the county's
median increased 27.7 percent. Statewide, the median age rose 11.7 percent since 1970. Table
2-4 shows that the local median age figures are well above those at state and national levels,
indicating that the local population is older than the population as a whole.
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Table 2-4
Median Age, 1970-1990

Median Age
1970

1980

1990

City of Manistique

30.7

33.7

37.8

Doyle Township

28.8

30.9

33.9

Hiawatha Township

33.0

33.4

38.1

Manistique Township

23.6

26.2

34.9

Thompson Township

42.2

35.6

38.7

Schoolcraft County

29.2

32.6

37.3

Michigan

29.2

28.9

32.6

U.S.

28.3

30.0

32.8

Source: U.S. Census
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The racial composition of the City of Manistique and the surrounding area is predominately white,
as shown in Table 2-5. The predominant non-white racial group is American Indian, which showed a
significant increase since 1970, according to the Census. It is possible that this increase results from
an increase in the number of persons willing to identify themselves as American Indian or Native
American, rather than an actual increase in the number of persons living in the City. This
phenomenon has occurred in other areas of the country as well, as interest in preserving Native
American heritage and culture has grown.

13

Twelve people identified themselves as being of Hispanic origin (any race) in the 1990 Census. The
1980 Census reported no persons in this category, and data on Hispanic origin was not collected in
1970.

14

Table 2-5
City of Manistique
Population by Race, 1970-1990

1970
White

1980

1990

4,295

3,818

3,250

3

1

0

26

132

198

Asian

0

8

4

Other

0

3

4

4,324

3,962

3,456

Black
American Indian

Total

Source: U.S. Census, 1970-1990

2.4 Household Characteristics

According to the U.S. Census, a household is defined as all persons who occupy a housing unit;
e.g., a single family, one person living alone, two or more families living together, or any group
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of related or unrelated persons sharing living quarters. A family consists of a householder and
one or more persons living in the same household who are related by birth and adoption.

Despite the loss of 506 persons in the City of Manistique between 1980 and 1990, the number
of households decreased by only three during the same period, and household size also
decreased. The number of married-couple families dropped sharply, while there was an
increase in single-parent families and non-family house-holds, including persons living alone.
Nearly a third of Manistique's 1990 population consisted of people living alone, of whom 276,
or 58 percent, were over 65 years of age. Table 2-6 summarizes the household characteristics
for the City of Manistique.
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Table 2-6
City of Manistique
Household Characteristics, 1980-1990

Household Type

1980
Number

Family Households

1990

Percent

Number

Percent

1,061

72.1

942

64.2

Married-Couple Family

885

60.2

721

49.1

Female Householder

133

9.0

170

11.6

43

2.9

51

3.5

410

27.9

526

35.8

377

25.6

476

32.4

Total Households

1,471

100.0

1,468

100.0

Average Household Size

2.62 persons

Male Householder
Non-Family Households
Householder Living Alone

2.30 persons

Source: U.S. Census, 1980-1990
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These trends are also reflected at the state and national level. Household size has decreased as
young people delay having children or opt to have few or no children, and as people are living
longer and remaining in their own homes.

2.5 Population Projections

Projection of future population numbers is difficult, parti-cularly for smaller jurisdictions. While
accurate population projections are useful to any entity, such as a city, which provides services
to residents, it is difficult to project future in- and out-migration. Such migration is often
dependent on economic factors, either locally or in other areas. Birth and death rates can be
projected with some accuracy based on past trends, but as shown earlier, births and deaths
have not been the major component of local population change.
The most recent available population projections were prepared in 1985 by the Michigan
Department of Management and Budget, and are only available at the county level. These
projections were accurate to within 3.5 percent of the actual 1990 Census figure for the
Schoolcraft County, with a projected figure of 8,592, compared to the Census figure of 8,302.
The projection was for a fairly steady county population from 1980 to 1990, rather than the
decrease which occurred county-wide.
According to the DMB projections, the County's population is projected to be 8,832 in 2000 and
8,881 by 2010, a modest in-crease of 3.3 percent over the 1980 Census. When new projections
are available based on the 1990 Census, they should reflect the decreased 1990 population.
2.6

Issues and Opportunities

The declining population base translates to a declining tax base and declining user base,
thereby decreasing the revenues avail-able to maintain facilities and continue to provide
services.
As the population ages, and the elderly become a larger segment of the local population, the
type and level of local services and facilities required may change. Long-term impacts may also
in-clude changing local attitudes towards development and taxation.
The out-migration of young people from the community, coupled with the overall aging of the
population, means that a decreasing portion of the population is actually participating in the
labor force.

18

Movement of young people out of the community can also mean that an area loses the skills
and education that these individuals can put to work in the area. This phenomenon is
sometimes referred to as the loss of the "best and brightest."
Recent and potential future growth in the population of the townships surrounding the City
may mean increased demands for City services and facilities by non-city residents. These
demands could range from park and marina facilities to water or sewer service.
Decreasing household size and the rise in the number of one-person households means that
even if the population continues to decrease, the demand for housing may remain fairly
constant. If population increases occur, housing demand may increase at a faster pace.
The high proportion of elderly householders living alone may indicate a need for specialized
housing for seniors in the future.
A slight increase in the County's population is projected over the next 20 years. If this increase
occurs, the City will be able to reverse or at least slow the current population decline. If past
trends continue, however, this growth will occur primarily in the outlying townships. The 1994
population estimates indicate that the City's population trend may indeed have reversed.

19
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2

3.0

ECONOMIC BASE

3.1 Introduction

The City of Manistique is the trade and employment center of Schoolcraft County, and thus Countywide economic trends reflect to a great extent the local economic changes in the City. Many
residents in the outlying areas of the County are employed in Manistique, and the retail businesses
and tourist facilities in Manistique are the focus of spending for area residents and many tourists.
Economic trends will be discussed in terms of County-wide trends as well as at the City level where
such data is available.

3.2 Area Economy

Like the rest of the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, Schoolcraft County's economic history is closely
related to its natural resources. Logging and lumbering were mainstays of the County's economy
around the turn of the century, declining after the white pine forests were cut over. Mining has
been an important part of the economy since the 1930s, but in a different form than in some other
central U.P. counties. While communities along the Marquette and Menominee iron ranges
depended heavily on the mining of iron ore, Schoolcraft County's contribution has been limestone
used in the manufacture of steel and in the mining industry.

3

Natural-resource-based industries continue to support the County economy, with two of the largest
employers being Manistique Papers in Manistique and the Specialty Minerals, Inc. limestone quarry
near Gulliver. The tourism industry, which capitalizes on the oppor-tunities provided by the area's
wealth of natural resources, has also become a significant force in the local economy.

4

Unemployment data is collected at the County level by the Michigan Employment Security
Commission, and unemployment and labor force information from MESC are available dating
back to the early 1960s. Prior to that time, unemployment figures were based on data
collected by the U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of the Census.

The information summarized in Table 3-1 and Figure 3-1 shows that unemployment in
Schoolcraft County has generally been much more severe than in the six-county central region,
the Upper Peninsula, or the state or nation. Double-digit unemployment has been the norm
since at least 1940, with peak unemployment in 1984 at 23.5 percent. This high unemployment
coincided with a peak number of persons in the labor force, although the County suffered a
decline in population between 1980 and 1990.

Although the County's population has declined 12.8 percent since 1940, the labor force has
grown since that time, as shown in Figure 3-2. The largest labor force coincided with the period
of highest unemployment in the County, between 1982 and 1985, indicating that the high
unemployment rates were not entirely due to declines in actual employment, but also to a
larger number of people seeking work with no corresponding increase in the number of jobs
available. Statistics from those years indicate this to be the case, since the number of
employed persons declined by 220 between 1980 and 1985, while the number of unemployed
persons in the labor force rose by 425 during the same period.

Table 3-1
5

Schoolcraft County Labor Force and Unemployment, 1940-1992

County Labor Force

Employed

Unemployed

Unemployment Rates

Total

Schoolcraft

Region

U.P.

Michigan

U.S.

County

1940

3,031

350

3,381

10.4

11.9

14.6

9.4

15.2

1950

2,705

342

3,047

11.2

8.3

9.0

5.4

5.3

1960

2,520

504

3,024

16.7

8.8

10.3

6.9

5.5

1965

2,525

300

2,825

10.6

6.2

7.7

3.9

4.5

1970

2,675

350

3,025

11.6

7.8

9.3

7.0

4.9

1975

2,975

500

3,475

14.4

10.5

12.3

12.5

8.5

1976

3,000

425

3,425

12.4

9.1

12.2

9.4

7.7

1977

3,125

450

3,575

12.6

9.3

11.8

8.2

7.0

1978

3,250

475

3,725

12.8

8.3

10.7

6.9

6.0

1979

3,275

550

3,825

14.4

9.1

10.4

7.8

5.8

1980

3,270

525

3,795

13.9

11.5

12.2

12.4

7.1

1981

3,150

675

3,825

17.6

11.8

13.3

12.3

7.6

1982

3,175

850

4,025

21.1

19.0

18.9

15.5

9.7

1983

3,200

850

4,050

20.8

16.3

17.4

14.2

9.6

1984

3,050

950

4,000

23.5

13.6

15.5

11.2

7.5

1985

3,025

775

3,800

20.4

13.6

15.1

9.9

7.2

1986

3,050

650

3,700

17.7

12.2

13.4

8.8

7.0

6

1987

3,125

550

3,675

15.0

9.1

10.5

8.2

6.2

1988

3,175

500

3,675

13.4

7.9

8.8

7.6

5.5

1989

3,175

450

3,625

12.5

7.2

8.2

7.1

5.3

1990

3,075

600

3,675

16.2

8.5

8.9

7.5

5.3

1991

3,175

525

3,700

14.3

9.4

10.5

9.2

6.7

1992

3,275

550

3,285

14.7

10.0

10.8

8.8

7.4

1993

3,575

475

4,050

11.6

8.2

9.1

7.0

6.8

Source: U.S. Census, 1940-1960 & MESC, 1965-1991

Increases in the labor force have been the norm on a nationwide basis, even in areas where the
population has declined. Two factors have accounted for much of the increase: record
numbers of young people entering the work force during the 1970s and 1980s as the "baby
boomers" reached working age, and an ever-increasing number of women entering the work
force.

The proportion and number of women in the labor force has increased since 1970 in both the
City and County, as shown in Figure 3-3. Women now make up approximately half of the labor
force, compared to about a third in 1970.

A more drastic increase has occurred for women with children, particularly those with children
under six years of age, as shown in Table 3-2. In 1970, less than 20 percent of women with
children under six were in the labor force; by 1990, well over half of mothers of young children
7

were in the labor force. Women with children between the ages of six and 17 also increased
their participation in the labor force during this 20-year period.

Table 3-2
Participation of Women in the Local Labor Force

1970
No.

1980
%

No.

1990
%

No.

%

City of Manistique
Women with children (Total)

596

100.0

522

100.0

435

100.0

In labor force

224

37.6

280

53.6

303

69.7

Women w/children <6 (Total)

240

100.0

248

100.0

177

100.0

In labor force

44

18.3

128

51.6

97

54.8

Women w/children 6-17 (Total)

356

100.0

274

100.0

258

100.0

In labor force

180

50.6

152

55.5

206

79.8

Schoolcraft County
Women w/ children (Total)
In labor force

1,113
377

8

100.0

1,169

100.0

1,031

100.0

33.9

604

45.3

689

66.8

Women w/children <6 (Total)

519

100.0

529

100.0

417

100.0

83

16.0

221

41.8

243

58.3

Women w/children 6-17 (Total)

594

100.0

640

100.0

614

100.0

In labor force

294

49.5

383

64.9

446

72.6

In labor force

Source: U.S. Census, 1970-1990

Another way of expressing the above trend is to note that in 1990, women with children (any
age) made up 21.0 percent of the City's labor force and 20.0 percent of the County's. Nearly
half of all women in the labor force are women with children -- 44.3 percent in the City and 45.2
percent County-wide. In addition to reflecting changes in values and in the family structure and
the economic need for two-income families, the statistics on women in the labor force also
point out potential impacts on employers and local service providers, in terms of day care,
health care costs, educational and recreational programs, etc.
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Total County employment has increased from 1940 to 1990, but not enough to offset the increases
in the labor force. Non-farm wage and salary employment has increased only slightly, as shown in
Table 3-3 and Figure 3-4, with the largest increases in government employment. Manufacturing
employment dropped by nearly 50 percent between 1940 and 1990, and construction and mining
employment also declined significantly. Wholesale and retail trade employment has fluctuated
widely at times, but has shown a net increase over the past 50 years. Service sector employment
has also fluctuated, but the highest numbers were shown during the years that mining employ-ment
was lumped with service employment to maintain confidentiality. Employment in public education
was also included in the service sector in 1940, but was included in government in subsequent
years. Current service employment is nearly the same as in 1950, when public education employees
were not included in the service sector. Transportation, communication and utilities employment
has remained fairly constant over the 50-year period, except for a drop in employment from 1965 to
1975.
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Table 3-3
Schoolcraft County Employment by Sector, 1940-1990

1940

1950

1960

1965

1970

1975

1980

1985

1990

2,004

2,399

2,312

1,950

2,075

2,050

2,400

2,275

2,375

109

224

204

525

600

550

775

750

750

1,900

2,175

2,108

1,425

1,475

1,500

1,625

1,525

1,625

Manufacturing

717

666

497

375

325

300

350

350

375

Construction & Mining

223

393

456

400

75*

50*

25*

175

100

Wholesale & Retail

400

541

509

325

525

575

575

525

600

129

151

137

75

25

50

125

125

125

431

424

509

250

525

525

550

325

425

Total Nonfarm Wage & Salary
Employment

Government Employment

Private Nonfarm Employment

Trade

Transp., Comm. &
Utilities

Services

*Construction included in services in 1970, 1975, 1980
Source: U.S. Census, 1940-1960 & MESC, 1965-1990

It is somewhat difficult to draw conclusions about Schoolcraft County's employment patterns
based on the above information. Because of the relatively small numbers of employers and
employees in the County, categories were frequently lumped together to avoid disclosing
confidential information. It appears, however, that some of the trends in the County are
inconsistent with broader state and national trends.
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Service sector employment has been the fastest-growing sector nationally and statewide, while
local employment in this sector has been fairly constant. The decline in manufacturing employment is consistent with state and national trends, although some central Upper Peninsula
counties have seen increases in manufac-turing employment. Increases in wholesale and retail
trade employment are also consistent with broader trends, although greater increases have
occurred statewide and nationally.

The largest number of jobs in Schoolcraft County in 1990 were provided in the government
sector, which was also the largest source of earnings in the County, as shown in Table 3-4.
Although only half as many jobs were provided in the manufac-turing sector, that sector was
the second-highest source of earnings, at 20.4 percent of total County earnings. Wholesale and
retail trade, which was the second-largest provider of jobs in Schoolcraft County, was the
source of 14.4 percent of the County's earnings.
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Table 3-4
Schoolcraft County Earnings by Industry, 1975-1990
(Thousands of Dollars)

13

1975

Earnings

Farm

1980

%

Earnings

1985

%

Earnings

1990

%

Earnings

%

117

0.5

399

1.0

293

0.6

674

1.2

Nonfarm

25,611

99.5

38,441

99.0

44,809

99.4

53,933

98.8

Private

19,633

76.3

28,872

74.3

32,607

72.3

38,174

69.9

548

2.1

643

1.7

751

1.7

306

0.6

4,936

19.2

7,684

19.8

1,312

2.9

1,870*

3.4

Manufacturing

3,241

12.6

6,573

16.9

9,580

21.2

11,156

20.4

Transportation

2,317

9.0

3,153

8.1

3,885

8.6

6,016

11.0

4,814

18.7

5,438

14.0

6,895

15.3

7,838

14.4

Services

3,777

14.7

5,381

13.9

10,184

22.6

10,988

20.1

Government

5,978

23.2

9,569

24.6

12,202

27.1

16,759

28.9

515

2.0

461

1.2

1,151

2.6

1,454

2.7

94

0.4

53

0.1

97

0.2

117

0.2

State & Local

5,369

20.9

9,055

23.3

10,954

23.5

14,188

26.0

Total Earnings

25,728

100.0

38,840

100.0

45,102

100.0

54,607

100.0

Ag., Forestry
& Fisheries

Mining &
Construction

& Utilities

Wholesale &
Retail Trade

Federal,
Civilian

Military

*Figures for mining and construction in 1985 and 1990 include construction earnings only. Mining earning figures were suppressed to maintain
confidentiality, and are included with services in 1985 and 1990.
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Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis

Table 3-4 shows that farm earnings have fluctuated over the past 15 years, accounting for
around one percent of the County's earnings. The number of farms has increased since 1974,
as shown in Table 3-5, although a decrease was noted between 1982 and 1987. The acreage in
farms has also increased; both of these trends are inconsistent with nationwide and statewide
trends. Nationally and statewide, the number of farms has decreased, while the acreage in
farms has decreased slightly and the average farm size has increased. The increasing age of
farm operators is consistent with state and national trends.

Table 3-5
Agricultural Trends in Schoolcraft County

1974

Number of Farms

Acres in Farms

Average Farm Size (Acres)

Market Value of Agriculture Products

Average Age of Farm Operator

1978

1982

1987

43

54

56

52

14,499

14,250

14,494

(est.) 15,175

337

264

259

292

392,000

582,000

703,000

936,000

50.8

48.6

49.5

51.7

Source: U.S. Census of Agriculture, 1974-1987
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The crops harvested from farms in Schoolcraft County in 1987 included hay, grain for feed
(primarily barley and oats), berries, potatoes and sweet corn. Most of the livestock on
Schoolcraft County farms are beef cattle, although there are a few dairy operations.

The large amount of public land in Schoolcraft County also has an impact on the area's
economy. Much of the far western part of the County, north and west of Indian Lake, is part of
the Hiawatha National Forest, while the northern part of the County is largely within the Lake
Superior State Forest. The Seney National Wildlife Refuge occupies thousands of acres
northeast of Manistique.

One effect of this large amount of public land in Schoolcraft County is to contain agricultural
and residential development to the southern portions of the County, near the shore of Lake
Michigan, and to areas surrounding some lakes and the small outlying communities such as
Seney and Germfask. Since public lands are not available for such development, large portions
of the County will remain undeveloped and future growth in these areas is unlikely. On the
other hand, this public land provides a wide range of outdoor recreation opportunities, which
help to support the growing local tourism industry. Raw materials for the wood products
industry are also provided from much of this public land, and personnel involved in
management of these lands are included in the government employment sector.

3.3 City Economy
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Based on information from the U.S. Census, wholesale and retail trade, particularly retail, is the
largest employer of persons living in Manistique, followed by professional services and
manufacturing. This pattern has been consistent since 1970. The occupational information
summarized in Table 3-6 is based on what City residents reported when answering the Census,
and does not necessarily reflect the type of employment actually offered in the City. For
example, a person living in Manistique and working in a retail business may work outside the
City or even outside the County, while retail jobs in the City may be held by persons living
outside the City limits. The Census information does, however, give an indication of the types
of job skills available in the community, and also reflects overall trends in various sectors, such
as mining.

Table 3-6
City of Manistique Employment by Industry, 1970-1990

1970

1980

1990

#

%

#

%

#

%

Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries

18

1.4

87

6.6

50

4.1

Mining

78

5.9

3/

4

0.3

Construction

62

4.7

0

0.0

49

4.0

161

12.2

211

16.1

167

13.7

80

6.1

65

4.9

41

3.4

427 1/

32.4

7

0.5

34

2.8

285

21.7

326

26.8

Manufacturing
Transp., Communication & Utilities
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
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Finance, Ins., & Real Estate

38

2.9

55

4.2

44

3.6

Business & Repair Services

33

2.5

37

2.8

25

2.1

Personal, Entertainment & Rec.

84

6.4

50

3.8

78

6.4

Services
Health Services

2/

161

12.3

145

11.9

Educational Services

2/

180

13.7

85

7.0

Other Professional Services

231

17.5

59

4.5

66

5.4

Public Administration

79

6.0

117

8.9

104

8.5

Industry Not Reported

27

2.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

1,318

100.0

1,314

100.0

1,218

100.0

Total

1/Included with retail trade

Source: U.S. Census, 1970-1990

2/Included with other professional services
3/Included with agriculture, forestry and fisheries

These employment patterns reflect Manistique's position as the retail and service center of
Schoolcraft County. The City contains retail and service establishments clustered in the
downtown area and along U.S. Highway 2, while tourist-oriented businesses such as motels and
restaurants make up a "strip" of development which extends along Highway 2 into Manistique
Township to the east of the City. The retail businesses and service businesses such as banks
and restaurants which occupy the downtown area were centered close to the former route of
Highway 2, which until 1985 crossed the Manistique River on the historic Siphon Bridge, then
turned back south along Maple Street to rejoin the current route along the lakeshore.
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Industrial uses are primarily located along the Manistique River. The most visible is Manistique
Papers, located just north of the Highway 2 bridge. The City of Manistique owns property at
the north end of Cedar Street, east and south of the river, which has been designated as an
industrial park. This area was used extensively for industrial purposes in the past, but presently
is unoccupied. In 1995, the last remaining structures on the property, a smokestack and salt
sheds, were demolished. A site assessment grant has been received to study the nature and
extent of contamination on the site, and estimate cleanup costs. The site is known to contain
contamination, which limits its attractiveness to industries.

The predominance of the government sector in terms of local employment is reflected in Table
3-7, which lists the County's largest employers. Manistique Area Schools is the single largest
employer in the County, with 175 employees. Second is Manistique Papers, with 167, followed
by Schoolcraft Memorial Hospital with 100 employees. Specialty Minerals, Inc., of Gulliver,
currently employs 45 persons, a sharp drop from the employment figures recorded when the
facility was operated by Inland Lime and Stone.
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Table 3-7
Schoolcraft County Major Employers

20

Firm

Employment

Product

Range (1994)

Manistique Area Schools, Manistique

150-200

Public Education

Manistique Papers, Inc., Manistique

150-200

Paper

Schoolcraft Memorial Hospital, Manistique

100-150

Health Care

Schoolcraft County (not inc. health care)

75-100

Local Government

Northwoods Home Nursing, Manistique

75-100

Health Care

Big Bay de Noc School

50-75

Public Education

City of Manistique

50-75

Local Government

F&M, Inc.

50-75

Gasoline Stations

Medical Care Facility, Manistique

50-75

Health Care

Hardee's Restaurant, Manistique

50-75

Fast Food Restaurant

First Northern National Bank, Manistique

50-75

Banking

Michigan Dept. of Corrections, Manistique

25-50

Minimum Security Prison

Specialty Minerals, Inc., Gulliver

25-50

Limestone

Mental Health Services, Manistique

25-50

Health Care

Ramada Inn, Manistique Twp.

25-50

Lodging/Dining

Zellar Forest Products, Germfask

25-50

Pulpwood

Manistique Dimension and Dry Kiln, Manistique

25-50

Wood Products

Manistique Medical Center

25-50

Health Care
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Firm

Employment

Product

Range (1994)

Curran, Inc.

25-50

Automobile Sales/ Service

3.4 Income

Examination of local income trends, and comparison of local income figures to state and
national averages provides information about the amount of wealth that is available locally for
expenditures on goods and services. Income figures also reflect the wages and salaries paid to
local workers.

Table 3-8 shows that incomes in the Manistique area are relatively low when compared to state
and national averages. Income is measured in three ways: per capita income, which is derived
from the total income reported for a community divided by the total population; household
income, the average income reported for all households, including families; and family income,
which includes married-couple families and other households made up of persons related by
blood, marriage or adoption, but does not include persons living alone, unrelated persons
sharing living quarters, or other non-family households.

Incomes for 1979 (from the 1980 Census) are shown in 1979 and 1989 dollars. The 1989 dollar
figure uses the U.S. Department of Commerce inflation factor of 1.676 for the period of 1979-
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1989; a household with annual income of $12,450 in 1979 would require an income of 1.676
times that amount, or $20,866, in 1989 just to keep pace with inflation.
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Table 3-8
Income Levels, 1979-1989
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1979

1989

Income

Income
% of

% of

1979

1989

1989

% Change Adj. for

Dollars

Dollars

City of Manistique

5,636

9,446

73.3

9,681

+2.5

68.4

Doyle Township

4,296

7,200

55.9

8,969

+24.6

63.4

Hiawatha Township

5,982

10,026

77.8

11,787

+17.6

83.3

Manistique Township

4,514

7,565

58.7

9,394

+24.2

66.4

Thompson Township

4,413

7,396

57.4

9,692

+31.0

68.5

Schoolcraft County

5,283

8,854

68.7

9,740

+10.0

68.8

Michigan

7,688

12,885

100.0

14,154

+10.0

100.0

City of Manistique

12,454

20,873

76.8

17,581

-15.8

56.7

Doyle Township

13,977

23,425

86.2

19,545

-16.6

63.0

Hiawatha Township

15,526

26,022

95.7

25,586

-1.6

82.5

Manistique Township

13,287

22,269

81.9

22,826

+2.5

73.6

Thompson Township

9,676

16,217

59.6

21,932

+35.2

70.7

Schoolcraft County

12,450

20,866

76.7

20,112

-3.6

64.8

Michigan

19,223

32,218

100.0

31,020

-3.7

100.0

15,514

26,001

70.2

23,549

-9.4

64.3

Michigan

Michigan
Dollars

Inflation

Per Capita Income

Household Income

Family Income

City of Manistique
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1979

1989

Income

Income
% of

% of

1979

1989

1989

% Change Adj. for

Dollars

Dollars

Doyle Township

15,795

26,472

71.4

21,029

-20.6

57.4

Hiawatha Township

17,344

29,069

78.5

27,656

-4.9

75.5

Manistique Township

14,583

24,441

66.0

24,762

+1.3

67.6

Thompson Township

12,813

21,475

58.0

24,886

+14.4

67.9

Schoolcraft County

14,670

24,587

66.4

24,066

-2.1

65.7

Michigan

22,107

37,051

100.0

36,652

-1.1

100.0

Michigan

Michigan
Dollars

Inflation

Source: U.S. Census, 1980-1990

Although per capita incomes locally are well below state averages, the City of Manistique and
the surrounding townships, as well as the County, showed an increase in income after inflation.
The City of Manistique's increase was the lowest at 2.5 percent, while Doyle and Manistique
Townships increased by nearly 25 percent from 1979, after inflation. Hiawatha Township did
not show as great an increase in per capita income as some other local units, but continued to
have the highest income in the area.

Hiawatha Township also had the highest household income in 1980 and 1990, although
household income actually declined after inflation. Household income in the City of Manistique
declined sharply after inflation, and decreased from 76.8 percent of the statewide average in
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1980 to 56.7 percent in 1990. All the surrounding townships and the County as a whole
showed higher household incomes than the City, although household income declined after
inflation in Doyle and Hiawatha Townships and the County as a whole.

Family income declined in most areas between 1979 and 1989, after inflation. Only Manistique
and Thompson Townships showed increases over the 10-year period, and none of the local
jurisdictions except Hiawatha Township (75.5 percent) had family incomes of more than 68
percent of the statewide average.

In summary, these income figures show that local residents make less money than the average
Michigan resident, and in many cases their purchasing power may have actually decreased over
the past 10 years. While the low incomes may be partially offset by lower costs of some items,
such as land and housing in the local area compared to statewide averages, many consumer
goods are priced at the same or even higher rates than the state as a whole.

Another measure of local incomes is the poverty rate. Poverty levels are determined based on
a complex formula including 48 different thresholds. The poverty level for a family of four in
1990 was $12,674.

Poverty levels in the City of Manistique and Schoolcraft County are higher than statewide rates.
The poverty rate for all persons was 19.6 percent in Manistique and 16.6 percent for
Schoolcraft County, compared to a statewide poverty rate of 13.1 percent. In both cases, these
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rates reflected increases from the 1980 Census as well, with Manistique's poverty rate at 14
percent in 1980 and the County's at 13.8 percent. In 1980, the statewide poverty rate was 10.4
percent.

Certain groups, including young children, the elderly, and female-headed households, often
experience higher poverty rates than the population as a whole. Table 3-9, below, shows
poverty rates for the City, County and state in 1980 and 1990.
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Table 3-9
Poverty Rates, 1980-1990
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1980

1990

City of Manistique

Poverty Rate for All Persons

14.0

19.6

Children Under 5

11.2

37.7

Children Under 18

21.6

24.2

Female Householder Families

29.8

38.0

Female Householders w/Children Under 5

58.6

78.1

Persons 65 and Over

10.9

18.8

Schoolcraft County

Poverty Rate for All Persons

13.8

16.6

Children Under 5

13.4

31.8

Children Under 18

17.0

20.2

Female Householder Families

29.6

38.2

Female Householders w/Children Under 5

56.9

77.5

Persons 65 and Over

14.6

15.3

Michigan

Poverty Rate for All Persons

10.4

13.1

Children Under 5

16.0

22.1

Children Under 18

13.3

18.2

Female Householder Families

30.7

35.8

Female Householders w/Children Under 5

56.0

64.6
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1980

Persons 65 and Over

1990

12.2

10.8

Source: U.S. Census, 1980-1990

More than a third of the children under five years of age in the City of Manistique lived in
families below the poverty level in 1990, a sharp increase from 1980, when just over 11 percent
of children under five were in poverty. The County also showed an increase in the number of
young children in poverty, although not as sharp an increase as the City. Compared to the state
as a whole, the City and County rates for children under five were lower than state averages in
1980, and much higher in 1990.

Although the proportion of elderly (65 and over) in poverty increased from 1980 to 1990 in
both the City and County, the 1990 poverty rate for the elderly was less than the overall
poverty rate. Female-headed households, particularly those with young children, experience
poverty rates well above the rates for the entire population at all geographic levels.

One of the long-term concerns related to children in poverty is that such children are often
poorly equipped to succeed in school due to their families financial concerns. Poor nutrition,
inadequate clothing and the need for teenagers to obtain part-time jobs to help make ends
meet, all can interfere with learning and result in young people who are unprepared to find and
hold jobs or pursue higher education.
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Poverty levels in the nearby townships are lower than in the City, and two townships have seen
a decrease in the proportion of persons in poverty since 1980. Doyle Township's poverty rate in
1980 was 9.4 percent; in 1990 it had climbed to 15.5 percent. Manistique Townships rate also
rose, from 9.0 percent to 15.7 percent. Poverty rates declined in Hiawatha and Thompson
townships, with Hiawatha dropping from 5.5 percent to 5.2 percent, and Thompson going from
22.0 percent in 1980 to 18.9 percent in 1990.

3.5 Issues and Opportunities

Unemployment rates in Schoolcraft County have been high during the past 50 years, well above
regional and statewide averages. The local labor force has grown despite the declining
population, while the number of jobs available has often not kept pace with labor force
increases.

The increasing number of women with young children in the labor force may result in additional
demands for child care facilities and programs, and may affect employer costs for such items as
health care.

A shift in employment has occurred, with employment in the manufacturing sector decreasing
and other sectors, particularly government, increasing. These changes are also reflected in
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local earnings, since manufacturing wages tend to be relatively high and many service sector
jobs are relatively low wage jobs.

The large amount of public land surrounding the City of Manistique tends to concentrate
development and economic growth in the Manistique area, while at the same time providing a
source of raw materials for natural resource-based industry and a wide range of outdoor
recreation opportunities.

Manistique and the surrounding area have much lower incomes than statewide averages, and
in some cases incomes after inflation have actually decreased. While lower local housing costs
may help to offset lower local incomes, many other items cost as much as or more than in other
areas.

Local poverty rates have increased over the past 10 years, especially for young children. While
this is an issue of nationwide concern, a figure showing 37.7 percent of Manistique's children
under five in poverty points out the severe nature of this problem locally. High poverty rates
among those least able to provide for themselves, such as small children and the elderly places
a higher demand on public assistance programs.
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4.0

NATURAL FEATURES

4.1 Introduction

Natural features, including soils, geology, topography, water features and other natural
resources, have a profound effect on a community's development. These physical features
directly or indirectly constrain or encourage growth; for example, soil types and geology often
affect the ability of a community to provide high quality water and wastewater services. The
natural resources, such as timber or minerals, which occur in certain areas are often a primary
factor in the establishment and growth (or decline) of communities. Schoolcraft County was
originally settled by lumbermen who logged the area's vast white pine forests, and its fortunes
have closely followed the trends in the timber industry.

These natural features are often interrelated, and disturbance in one area can potentially affect
other areas. From a planning standpoint, it is important to understand these interrelationships, and the role that natural features play in determining a community's future
development.

4.2 Geology

Both bedrock and surface geology have an impact on community development. Bedrock
geology consists of the solid rock formations found below the soil, which were formed during
2

the early periods of the earth's evolution. These formations have undergone extensive folding,
uplifting, eroding, and weathering during the millions of years which have since passed, and are
now overlain by surface geology and soil.

One of the primary factors which makes geology important to a community's development is its
ability to supply groundwater. The quality and quantity of groundwater is influenced by the
types of bedrock in which it is found, and the layers through which the water passes before it is
extracted. Certain types of bedrock increase the potential for groundwater contamination,
particularly when such bedrock is close to the surface. Surface runoff is filtered through the
soil, sand and gravel which overlay bedrock, and many contaminants are removed through this
filtering process. When bedrock is close to the surface, there is less opportunity to filter out
contaminants, and the polluted runoff can enter the groundwater table. If the bedrock is highly
permeable, as in the case of the fractured limestone present in areas such as the Garden
Peninsula, contaminants can quickly enter the same layers of groundwater used for domestic
purposes.

The City of Manistique is underlain by Manistique Dolomite on the east side of the Manistique
River, and by Burnt Bluff Limestone on the west side of the river. Manistique Dolomite
characterizes much of the coastal areas of Schoolcraft County, as shown on Map 4-1, while the
lakeshore from the Manistique River to Thompson is underlain by Burnt Bluff Limestone.
Manistique Dolomite: This formation occurs along the Lake Michigan shoreline in Schoolcraft
and neighboring counties. Manistique Dolomite is an important source of groundwater in
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places where the bedrock is sufficiently thick, particularly close to the shoreline. A number of
private wells in the Gulliver area obtain water from this formation, and have obtained sufficient
quality and quantity groundwater. A fuel spill inn the Gulliver area resulted in contamination of
some private wells in recent years, but the extent of the contamination appears to be limited.

Burnt Bluff Limestone: This limestone formation can be found above the Lake Michigan
shoreline in Schoolcraft County, and extends in Delta County along the western shoreline of the
Garden Peninsula. West of the Manistique River between Manistique and Thompson, this
formation dips down to the lakeshore.

Burnt Bluff Limestone is an important source of groundwater, providing water of good quality,
other than hardness. If wells in this formation are drilled too deep, they may encounter water
from the underlying Cataract formation, which is generally of poor quality.

In some areas where the Burnt Bluff formation is close to the surface, groundwater
contamination has occurred. A number of wells on the Garden Peninsula, about 30 miles from
Manistique, have shown evidence of coliform and/or nitrate contamination, as surface runoff
containing bacteria and agricultural chemicals has entered the groundwater through fractures
in the limestone.

Surface geology deposits in the area are a result primarily of glacial action. Map 4-2 shows the
surface geology of Schoolcraft County. The categories of surface geology are based on the
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material content and formation process of the various deposits. Glacial deposits occurred in
one of three ways: materials deposited directly by glaciers, with little or no further movement
as a result of surface water (till); materials deposited by moving streams, or outwash; and
materials deposited by glacial lakes, known as lake deposits. End or recessional moraines are a
type of till, deposited at the edge of a glacier, or left as the glacier melts and recedes.

The surface geology in the Manistique area, like the bedrock geology, changes at the
Manistique River. East of the river, the surface geology consists of bedrock, while west of the
river lie glacial lake plains.

Bedrock: While bedrock usually occurs below the surface of the ground, in some areas, such as
Manistique, the bedrock is at or near the surface due to glacial scouring which left no material
on top of the bedrock. In such cases, surface activities are directly affected by the presence of
bedrock, which can severely limit the success of agricultural activities, complicate construction,
and increase the costs of providing services, such as water and sewer. In Schoolcraft County,
bedrock forms the surface geology at Manistique east of the river, and in scattered
outcroppings in the southern portions of the county.
Glacial Lake Plain: The predominant surface geology deposit in Schoolcraft County is the glacial
lake plain, which in the City of Manistique is found west of the Manistique River. Most of the
Lake Michigan shoreline area, as well as much of the central portion of the County, is overlain
by glacial lake deposits.
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These deposits consist mainly of sand, although silt or clay may be mixed with the sand. The
amount of silt or clay determines permeability and water yield. Concentrations of more than
25 percent silt or clay impede drainage, and often result in swampy or marshy areas. If silt and
clay are not present in high concentration, glacial lake plain deposits are usually moderately or
highly permeable.

4.3 Soils

Soil occurs at the earth's surface, and generally has a finer texture than the bedrock or surface
geology described in the previous section. The formation of soil in Schoolcraft County has been
primarily a result of glacial action, followed by accumulation of organic matter in some areas.

The U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service has classified the soils of
Schoolcraft County into 10 soil associations, which are shown on Map 4-3. These soil
associations occur in scattered patterns throughout the County, deposited at random by
glaciers.

Soils are grouped into associations based on common character-istics, such as drainage, slope
and texture. The soils in these associations respond similarly to the various uses which they
may be subjected to. Development should be planned in such a way as to take into account the
suitability of the soils for the type of development planned; for example, residential
subdivisions outside of areas served by sewer systems should not be planned in areas of
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shallow and/or poorly drained soils, or in areas where the water table is close to the surface,
since such soils are unsuitable for septic tanks and drain fields.

Engineering and construction techniques can be used to overcome soil limitations, often at
considerable cost. The long-term implications of such techniques should be carefully
considered, however, since development in areas of marginal suitability may lead to high costs
to local governments, and thence to taxpayers, in order to provide services to these areas.

The City of Manistique and the surrounding area lie within soil association 6, the LongrieSundell-Nahma Association. This association consists of loamy soils underlain by limestone
bedrock, and the soils are often shallow and poorly suited for intensive development where
septic tanks are required. More detailed descriptions of the soil associations follow.

It should be noted that the soil associations shown on Map 4-3 are useful for general planning
purposes, but should not be relied upon in making site specific development decisions. Land
use decisions should rely on testing and analysis of a site to determine site suitability.

Soil Association 1 Eastport Association

Deep, nearly level to sloping, well-drained and moderately well-drained soils with coarse
textured subsoils. Due to droughtiness these soils are rated fair for forestry and cropland and
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poor for pasture. This association has moderate limitations for recreational uses and slight
limitations for intensive uses requiring septic tanks.

This association is found along the Lake Michigan shoreline in Thompson Township from the
west county line to Parent Bay; and from Miller's Point to north of Wiggins Point. It is also
found from a point west of Dutch Johns Point to the point east of Seul Choix Point.

Soil Association 2 Rubicon Association

Deep, nearly level and gently sloping, well-drained soils with coarse textured subsoils. Due to
droughtiness these soils are fair for forestry and poor for cropland and pasture. They have
moderate limitations for recreational uses, and slight limitations for intensive uses requiring
septic tanks.

This association occupies large areas in Seney, northern Inwood and Thompson Townships.
This association also occurs in the area southwesterly of Indian Lake.

Soil Association 3 Kalkaska Association

Deep, nearly level to sloping, well-drained and moderately well-drained soils that have coarse
textured subsoils. This association is also fair for forestry and poor for pasture and croplands,
due to droughtiness. It has moderate limitations for recreational uses and slight limitations for
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intensive uses requiring septic tanks, except in those areas with steep slopes. The Kalkaska
Association occurs principally in Thompson, Inwood and Seney Townships.

Soil Association 4 Karlin-Blue Lake Association

Deep, nearly level and gently sloping, well-drained with coarse or moderately coarse textured
subsoils. Again due to droughtiness, this association is only fairly suited for forestry, cropland
and pasture. It has only slight limitations for recreational uses and intensive uses requiring
septic tanks. This association occupies only about five percent of the county and is found on
the southwest side of Indian Lake in northern Mueller and parts of Germfask Townships.

Soil Association 5 Trenary-Karlin Association
Deep, gently sloping, well-drained and moderately well-drained with moderately coarse
textured and medium textured subsoils. This association is rated good for forestry, crops and
pasture except in areas where droughtiness occurs, making it fair. It has only slight limitations
for recreational and intensive uses requiring a septic tank. The Trenary-Karlin Association
which is the County's best farm and forest land is found in the area north and east of Cooks; in
the Blaney Park area and in parts of Germfask Township.

Soil Association 6 Longrie-Sundell-Nahma Association
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This association is dominated by loamy soils underlain by limestone bedrock. They are
moderately deep, nearly level or gently sloping, well to poorly drained soils, with moderately
coarse to medium textured subsoils. Being shallow to bedrock and often wet, these soils are
fair to poor for forestry and cropland and good to fair for pasture. Where wet they are severely
limited recreational uses and nearly always severely limited for intensive uses requiring a septic
tank. This association is found throughout the City of Manistique; in the area west of Indian
Lake; and in a large area lying southwesterly of the Manistique River in Manistique and Doyle
Townships.

Soil Association 7 Roscommon-Tawas Association

Deep, nearly level, poorly drained soils that have coarse textured subsoils and nearly level, very
poorly drained organic soils. This association is poorly suited for forestry and agricultural uses
and has severe limitations for recreational uses and intensive uses requiring septic tanks. This
association is found principally in northern Manistique, Hiawatha, and Thompson Townships;
and to some extent, Inwood Township.

Soil Association 8 Tawas-Carbondale, Lupton, and Rifle-Roscommon Association

Nearly level, very poorly drained organic soils and deep, nearly level, poorly drained soils that
have coarse textured subsoils. This association, due principally to its wetness is poorly suited
for forestry and agricultural uses, and has severe limitations for recreational uses and intensive
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uses requiring septic tanks. This association occupies about 19% of the County and can be
found in parts of nearly every township.

Soil Association 9 Tawas-Carbondale, Lupton, and Rifle-Rubicon Association

Nearly level, very poorly drained organic soils and gently sloping to strongly sloping, welldrained soils that have coarse textured subsoils. This association, except in areas dominated by
Rubicon sands, is poorly suited for forestry and agriculture and severely limited for recreation
and intensive uses requiring septic tanks. The Rubicon sands are fair forestry lands with
moderate limitations for recreation except where slopes are steep.

Nearly 30% of the County has this association. The areas north and southeast of Indian Lake,
and a vast portion of the east-central part of the County have this association. Smaller areas
are found in southern Thompson and southern Mueller Townships.

Soil Association 10 Alluvial Land Association

Deep, nearly level and gently sloping, poorly drained and somewhat poorly drained soils with
coarse textured to medium textured subsoils. This association is primarily found in floodplain
areas. It is fair to poor forestland and poorly suited agricultural land. Due to wetness it has
severe limitations for recreational and intensive use requiring septic tanks. This association is
found principally along the Manistique River between Germfask and the Sturgeon Slough.
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4.4 Topography

Topography, or slope, can have a limiting effect on development; however, there are few areas
within Schoolcraft County, and none in the vicinity of Manistique, where slopes could
potentially create a problem. The only areas of steep slope are located in the western part of
the County, in the Lake Superior State Forest.

4.5 Water Features

The most visible natural features in and around the City of Manistique are Lake Michigan and
the Manistique River. These water bodies have shaped and limited the growth and
development of the City, and the Lake Michigan shoreline provides an attraction for tourists
and local residents alike.

Manistique was originally founded as a lumber mill town, due to its location at the mouth of
the Manistique River. While lumber mills came and went, industry continued to use the
abundant water resources of the area. Manistique Papers Inc., located on the Manistique
River, is the City's largest industrial employer, with over 150 employees.

Lake Michigan has influenced growth patterns in the City and surrounding area. Touristoriented businesses, including motels and restaurants, are concentrated along the lakefront in
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the City and extending east into Manistique Township. The City has also capitalized on the
lakefront by constructing a boardwalk along the beach, which attracts both tourists and local
residents. A marina at the mouth of the river attracts boaters to the area, as well.

The Manistique River enters Lake Michigan at Manistique, and drains nearly all of Schoolcraft
County, as well as portions of Delta, Alger, Luce and Chippewa Counties. The Manistique River
Slips site at the mouth of the river is ranked 24th on the Michigan Department of Natural
Resources proposed list of environmentally contaminated sites, with a Site Assessment Model
score of 44 out of a possible 48. Contaminants found at the site include polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs), nickel and lead. A Remedial Action Plan is being formulated, and cleanup
methods are being studied. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency began dredging and
capping contaminated sediments in the fall of 1995, with work to be completed in 1996.

4.6 Floodplains and Wetlands

Floodplains and wetlands are important from a planning standpoint due to their potential
limitations on future development, as well as possible impacts on existing development, in the
case of floodplains.

Map 4-4 shows the 100-year floodplain in the Manistique area, as mapped by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency. The 100-year floodplain is defined as the area in which there
is a one percent chance of a flood occurring in any given year. There are restrictions on
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development in these areas, particularly when state or federal funds are involved, due to the
potential for property damage and health and safety risks. Existing development located within
this floodplain is also at risk of flooding.

Wetlands are discussed in more detail in the following chapter on land use/cover. There are
wetlands in several areas within the City of Manistique, and development in these areas is
regulated by the Department of Natural Resources and in some cases the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers.

4.7 Mineral Resources

While Schoolcraft County lacks the extensive mineral deposits found in some parts of the Upper
Peninsula, mining of sand, gravel and limestone does occur in the County. None of the areas of
known mineral deposits occur in or near the City of Manistique.

4.8 Scenic Sites

There are a number of scenic sites in Schoolcraft County, some of which are in or near
Manistique. The Lake Michigan shoreline throughout the County is very picturesque, and in the
City of Manistique, the Manistique lighthouse adds to the scenic beauty of the waterfront. The
Manistique River is also scenic, particularly as it flows through the Seney National Wildlife
Refuge, and is popular with anglers, campers and canoeists.
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4.9 Climate

The local climate is heavily influenced by Lake Michigan, which keeps summer temperatures
cool and generally helps to moderate winter temperatures. Winter snowfall averages 56 inches
per year, much less than the amount received just a few miles inland. Total precipitation
averages 32.3 inches annually, with June, August and September being the wettest months.

Winters in Manistique are long, while summers are short and cool. Average high temperatures
measured at Seney National Wildlife Refuge several miles to the north range from about 25̊
Fahrenheit in January to 80̊ in July; normal lows fluctuate from 5̊ in February to about 50̊ in July
and August. Temperatures in Manistique are probably higher in winter and lower in summer
due to the influence of Lake Michigan, but no long-term statistics are available. Snow cover
generally persists from mid-late November until April, with snowfall possible from October into
May.

4.10 Issues and Opportunities

Water features, including Lake Michigan and the Manistique River, serve to limit the physical
growth of the City. At the same time, these features enhance the community's attractiveness,
and draw visitors to the area.
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Shallow depths to bedrock place limitations on construction of underground utilities and some
structures. For example, some of the freeze damage in 1994 was exacerbated by the fact that
water and sewer lines were not buried deeply enough, due to the presence of bedrock.
Underground utilities often require blasting for proper installation, greatly increasing the cost.

Floodplains and wetlands in some cases limit certain types of development, particularly when
federal or state funds are involved. State and federal regulations attempt to limit development
in floodplains and discourage conversion of wetlands to other uses.

The scenic location of the City of Manistique along Lake Michigan provides the opportunity to
attract tourists and new residents seeking a rural waterfront environment.
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5.0

LAND USE

5.1 Land Use Patterns

The general land use patterns of Schoolcraft County reflect the area's history. Many of the
communities in the County have their roots in the logging boom of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries; the most notorious of these is probably Seney, which has been
romanticized locally as a particularly "wild" town.

The City of Manistique began, as have so many other communities which originated in the
logging era, as a mill town at the mouth of a river. Logs were floated down the Manistique and
Indian Rivers to Lake Michigan, and there were sawed into lumber and shipped from the area.
The City, therefore, was centered around the river and lakeshore.

As the forests were logged off and the logging boom faded, the agricultural industry began to
be a force in the area. Although some of the area near Manistique was too swampy to farm,
cleared areas were converted to farms farther inland and in drier areas along the lakeshore.
Some of the agricultural enterprises in the area failed, due to the marginal suitability of the land
and climate for farming, and many of these abandoned farms, together with huge tracts of
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"cutover land" in the northern parts of Schoolcraft County, became part of the Hiawatha
National Forest.

Mining, a major economic force which shaped land use in much of the Upper Peninsula, had
relatively minor impact in Schoolcraft County. The area lacked the valuable ore deposits of the
Marquette and Menominee iron ranges, but some parts of the County provided limestone,
which was used in the smelting process.

As the forests were cut over, the mining booms faded, and private lands were converted to
public ownership, land use patterns in the area changed. Changing transportation systems also
affected land use in the County, as railroads declined and the popularity of the automobile
grew. Eventually, once-thriving communities such as Seney declined, and Manistique became
the center of commerce in the County.

The growth of the tourism industry and increased access to the area through improved
highways, more advanced automobiles and, eventually, aircraft, also had an effect on
Manistique's land use patterns. As traffic increased on U.S. Highway 2, which passes through
Manistique, commercial establishments began to extend along the highway to the east. Easier
access into Manistique, however, also meant easier access out of the City, and residents'
shopping and employment patterns began to change, as many commuted to other
communities to work and/or shop.
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Thus, it is evident that land use is not static, but is continuously changing from time to time and
will continue to do so in the future. Changes in land use have been the result of various
decisions made by individuals, families, businesses, or governmental/public agencies. It is
important to note, however, that land use changes cannot be attributed to a single set of
decisions made by one group or individual. Rather it is a combination of decisions made by a
number of individuals, organizations, or public agencies.

5.2 Factors Affecting Land Use

The decision-making process can begin almost anywhere - with the home buyer, developer,
land speculator, or governmental unit.

The home buyer tends to base decisions on location, quality of surroundings, available public
services, and personal satisfaction, among other factors.

The land speculator makes a decision to hold the land in anticipation of realizing a greater profit
or sell now.
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The land developer makes a decision based on the supply and demand for various types of
housing and the home lending market, demand for goods and services, or industrial needs,
among other factors.

It is significant to note the decisions made at the three levels discussed are oriented towards a
person's own self-interest and generally do not consider the effect of development on
surrounding land uses, utilities, services, and so on. This decision-making process, in some
cases, can result in discontinuous development or incompatible arrangements of land use.

Public agencies, such as the federal, state, county or township government, play an important
role in land use changes. Various laws, rules, and regulations attempt to coordinate
development for overall community improvement.

The federal government exercises a number of responsibilities that affect land use through
various loan and grant programs for such purposes as planning, housing, economic
development, and water and sewer systems. Other than funding, they have little control over
the direction and magnitude of land use changes. However, it is evident these programs do
have an effect on development.

The role of the state has traditionally been limited to providing enabling legislation to local
governments to regulate growth and development, and to administering federal grant
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programs. State and federal regulations concerning wetlands, floodplains, and other areas can
have a direct effect on local land use decisions, however.

Local governments can probably exert the most effective influence on land use changes
through public investment in projects such as schools, parks, roads, and water-sewer
extensions. Growth and land use can also be regulated by local governments through zoning
ordinances, subdivision regulations and building codes. Local planning efforts that seek to
define the most suitable uses of an area, and anticipate and prepare for future growth can help
guide land use decisions.

Among other factors, the transportation system has a great deal of influence on land use. The
expanding highway network has permitted small town and rural residents to commute to larger
cities for employment, and has improved access for tourists. This increased mobility has
facilitated strip development along the highways, thus influencing land use change from
agriculture or forestry to residential or commercial.

However, it should be noted that these are not the only decisions influencing land use changes.
Taxation, land values, proximity to industrial areas, and terrain all play a part to some degree in
land use changes. Changing technology, including computer networking, facsimile machines
and teleconferencing, means that businesses and some industries can often locate in rural
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areas where they previously would have been isolated. Changes in lifestyles, family size,
shopping habits and other attributes also affect land use patterns.

Thus, it is clear that many factors and decisions made by various individuals, groups, and
agencies influence land use changes.

5.3 Current Use Inventory

The broad categories of land use described in this section are based on information from the
Schoolcraft County Current Use Inventory, completed in June, 1986. The inventory describes
land use or cover according to seven broad categories, with numerous subdivisions within those
categories. The broad categories are depicted on the maps accompanying this plan. Within the
City limits of Manistique, the information contained in the Current Use Inventory was verified
through a windshield survey in June, 1994.

Forest: The majority of Schoolcraft County's 782,025 acres are forested, according to the
Current Use Inventory. Forested areas account for just over 513,000 acres, or 65.6 percent of
the County.
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Forestland is defined as lands at least 10 percent stocked by forest trees of any size, or formerly
having such tree cover, and not currently developed for nonforest uses. These lands are further
broken down into several different types of forest cover.

Predominant forest cover types in the County are upland hardwood, aspen, pine and lowland
conifer. Other forest types are also present, and the relative proportions of the various cover
types are shown in Table 5-1.

Forest lands make up about a third of the land cover in the City, or 726 acres. Most of the
forested areas within the City limits are located west of the Manistique River, in areas which are
currently undeveloped.

Nonforested: Nonforested lands make up 5.6 percent, or 43,972 acres of the County. These
lands are open lands or rangelands, characterized by grasses and shrubs, but not including
those lands showing obvious evidence of seeding, fertilizing or other agricultural practices.

Nonforested areas in the City of Manistique account for 4.9 percent of the total land area or
106 acres. These areas are located near the lakefront and in the northeast portion of the City.
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Wetlands: The second-largest land cover type in the County is wetlands, at 22.7 percent. The
177,647 acres in wetlands represent significant constraints on the types of development which
can occur in these areas. Wetlands are defined as those areas between terrestrial and aquatic
systems where the water table is at, near or above the land surface for a significant part of
most years, and include marshes, mudflats, wooded swamps and wet meadows.

Several different wetland categories are mapped in the inventory, although the maps included
with this plan do not differentiate between the different types of wetlands. Wetland categories
include wooded (dominated by trees over 20 feet in height, seasonally flooded); shrub/scrub
(dominated by woody vegetation less than six feet in height); aquatic beds (areas with 30
percent or more vegetative cover of submerged, floating-leaved or floating plants, and less than
two meters [6.7 feet] deep); emergent (dominated by erect, rooted herbaceous plants, which
are present for most of the growing season); and flats (level or nearly level deposits of sand,
mud or organic sediments).

Wetlands within the City limits are located primarily along the Manistique River and Lake
Michigan, and comprise 3.4 percent of the City's land cover, or 73 acres.

Agricultural: Broadly defined as lands which are used for the production of food and fiber,
these lands comprise 14,005 acres, or only 1.8 percent of Schoolcraft County. Agricultural areas
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tend to be concentrated in the southern portion of the County, often along rivers and/or roads.
Within the City of Manistique, only three acres are classified as agricultural.

Water: More than three percent, or 26,796 acres, of Schoolcraft County is classified as water,
in the form of streams, waterways, lakes and reservoirs. In the City of Manistique, 5.0 percent,
or 109 acres, are covered by water, primarily the Manistique River.

Urban and Built Up Areas: Land of intensive use with much of the land covered by structures is
classified as urban or built up. County-wide, this category comprises a relatively small area, at
5,489 acres, or 0.7 percent. Much of this cover type is located in the City of Manistique.

Residential, commercial and industrial development is concentrated along U.S. Highway 2 and
other major highways, such as M-77. Other pockets of residential development exist around
some area lakes, particularly Indian Lake.

Residential and commercial uses together comprise much of the area inventoried as urban or
built up. Other uses included in this category are industrial; transportation, communications
and utilities; open pit mining areas; and lands devoted to outdoor recreation.
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Just over 50 percent of the City of Manistique, or 1,101 acres, are classified as urban and built
up. The majority of these acres are residential, followed by industrial and commercial.

Barren: The smallest category of inventoried land use or cover in the County is barren lands, or
beaches, riverbanks, sand dunes and exposed rock. Beaches, riverbanks and sand dunes make
up the 943 acres of barren land in the County. Within the City, the 52 acres of barren lands are
Lake Michigan beaches.
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Table 5-1
Land Use Patterns
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City of Manistique
Acres
Urban and Built Up

%

Schoolcraft County
Acres

%

1,101

50.7

5,489

Residential

643

29.6

2,272

Commercial

164

7.6

300

0.04

Industrial

166

7.6

293

0.04

11

0.5

372

0.05

9

0.4

1,557

0.2

108

5.0

695

0.1

3

0.1

14,005

1.8

Nonforested

106

4.9

43,972

5.6

Forested

726

33.5

513,172

65.6

31

1.4

137,896

17.6

127

5.9

94,381

12.1

Lowland hardwoods

18

0.8

37,470

4.8

Pine

47

2.2

123,811

15.8

Other upland conifers

61

2.8

4,158

442

20.4

115,455

109

5.0

26,796

Transportation, etc.
Open pit mining
Open land, other
Agriculture

Northern hardwood
Aspen, white birch, assoc. species

Lowland conifers
Water

13

0.7
0.3

0.5
14.8
3.4

Wetlands

73

3.4

177,647

22.7

Barren

52

2.4

943

0.1

2,170

100.0

782,025

100.00

Total

Source: Michigan Resource Information System

5.4

Residential Land Use

The primary residential areas in the City of Manistique are shown on Map 5-1, which shows
land use patterns for the City. East of the Manistique River, the primary residential areas are
located east of Maple Street and north of Highway 2, and north of River Street. Residential
development west of the river primarily follows highway corridors and major streets.

5.5

Commercial Land Use

Commercial development in Manistique reflects the importance of the local transportation
system. Commercial uses are clustered along U.S. Highway 2 and M-94, as well as in the
downtown area. The pattern of commercial uses reflects the former location of Highway 2,
which until 1986 passed through the downtown area; many commercial establishments are
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located along Deer Street and Chippewa Avenue, although the rerouted highway now bypasses
this area. On the other hand, new establishments have sprung up along the highway, in order
to take advantage of the relatively high traffic volumes in the area.

The trend recently has been for commercial use to extend east along Highway 2, with this
commercial strip extending beyond the City limits into Manistique Township.

Retail businesses and tourist services make up much of the commercial areas of the City.
Tourist services, including motels, restaurants, and gas stations dominate the commercial strip
along Highway 2, while many retail establishments are located in the City's downtown.
Downtown also relies on the service sector, with uses including banks, restaurants and
professional services.

Commercial development in the downtown area has at best been static over the past few
years. A number of small establishments have closed their doors, and few new stores have
come in to take their place. Most growth has occurred along the highway, and plans are
underway for a new Pamida discount store along Highway 2. While Pamida would compete in
some areas with existing retail establishments, the possibility also exists that residents who
now go out of town to shop will shop locally if they perceive they are getting a bargain at
Pamida. The net result may be that more local residents stay in town to shop, which in turn
could bolster the existing commercial enterprises.
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The extension of commercial development along Highway 2 outside of the City has the
potential to create future demand for municipal services, such as water and wastewater
treatment. Increased development along highway corridors also can create hazardous traffic
patterns related to numerous entrances onto busy highways, and can raise issues related to
visual quality and appropriate forms and amounts of development in highly visible areas.

5.6

Industrial Land Use

The primary, and most visible, industrial use in the City is Manistique Papers. Located along the
Manistique River, the company produces paper from recycled fibers, and is the largest
industrial employer in the County. A number of small manufacturing firms are also located in
the City, and an industrial park is located on the east side of the Manistique River.

Past industrial uses have left their mark on the City, even in areas where those industries are
long gone. A huge amount of sawdust deposited at the mouth of the Manistique River as a
result of past lumber milling operations affects the aesthetic qualities of local beaches, washing
up on shore when wind and water conditions are right. The Manistique River Slips area is on
the Michigan DNR's list of the 100 most contaminated sites in the state, as a result of
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contamination with PCBs and heavy metals. These and other contamination problems are
discussed further in Section 5.8.

5.7

Public and Semi-Public Land Use

The City of Manistique contains a fair amount of public or semi-public land uses. One of the
most visible is the Lake Michigan waterfront east of the Manistique River, where the City has
built an extensive boardwalk which provides access to the lakeshore. The third and final phase
of the walkway is planned for completion in 1994, and will extend from near the eastern City
limits to the mouth of the Manistique River.

Preliminary discussion has occurred with respect to developing a parcel of city-owned property
near the lakefront for residential uses. The area in question is now open space, and some local
residents have questioned whether such development is appropriate in lakeshore areas. The
City Council voted in 1994 not to pursue sale of this parcel to private interests, but this issue
may be raised again in the future.

Large amounts of public lands surround the City of Manistique, and although these lands do not
directly impact land use in the city, it is useful to consider the indirect effects. North of the city,
the Seney National Wildlife Refuge contains over 95,000 acres, most of which are open to the
public for a variety of uses during all or part of the year. The Hiawatha National Forest to the
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northwest and the Lake Superior State Forest provide recreational opportunities and forest
products for the benefit of residents and visitors. The impact of these lands is twofold -because public lands are not available for residential, commercial or industrial development,
opportunities for expansion of these types of development are limited in Schoolcraft County.
On the other hand, the recreational opportunities provided, including hunting, fishing,
sightseeing, camping, hiking, canoeing, boating, picnicking, etc., attract people to the area and
benefit local residents, and forest products harvested from these lands benefit area industries.

5.8

Contaminated Sites

The Michigan Department of Natural Resources is required by the Michigan Environmental
Response Act, commonly known as Act 307, to identify, evaluate and rank all sites of
environmental contamination in Michigan. Each year the DNR submits a list of these "Act 307"
sites to the Michigan Legislature.

As defined by the Michigan Environmental Response Act, environmental contamination means
the release of a hazardous substance, or the potential release of a discarded hazardous
substance, in a quantity which is or may become injurious to the environment, or to the public
health, safety or welfare.
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In the list prepared in April, 1994, a total of 11 sites of environmental contamination have been
identified in the City of Manistique. Six of these sites are leaking underground storage tanks,
resulting in contamination due to petroleum products. The remaining five sites involve
contamination from other sources. The identified Act 307 sites are included in Table 5-2 below.

The most serious contamination situation in the city involves the Manistique River Slips at the
mouth of the Manistique River. This site is contaminated with polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)
and heavy metals, including nickel and lead, and ranks 24th on the state's list of most
contaminated sites.

In the fall of 1995, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency began implementing a combined
dredging/capping solution to removing or containing contaminated sediment. The area with
the highest concentration of PCB is being dredged with dredge spoils disposed of off-site.
Other contaminated areas are being capped with layers of plastic and rock to contain the
contaminated sediments. Capping these areas will reduce the depth of the river to the extent
that commercial shipping will no longer be possible. In 1995, Congress adopted legislation
reducing the federally-authorized channel depth to 12 feet.
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Table 5-2
Sites of Environmental Contamination, City of Manistique
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Site Name

SAM

Location

Contaminant(s)

Status

Score
Schoolcraft Co. Road

12

Comm. Garage
Manistique Industrial

Former Union & 76

34

44

23

Station
MDOT US-2

35

Emerald City Car

NE¼,NE¼, S12,

Benzene, BEHP,

Act 307 Category

T41N, R16W

Phthalate

2

SE¼,SW¼, S12,

PCBs, Nickel,

Act 307 Category

T41N, R16W

Lead

2

SW¼,SE¼, S12,

BTEX

Act 307 Category

NE¼,NW¼, S13,

3
BTEX

T41N, R16W
NA

NA

Wash LUST
Linderoth Sales &

Act 307 Category
1

T41N, R16W

Relocation
Fannin Oil Co. LUST

Salt

T41N, R16W

Park
Manistique River Slips

SE¼,NE¼, S12,

NA

Service LUST
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Act 307 Category
3

Petroleum

Act 307 Category

Products

8

Petroleum

Act 307 Category

Products

9

Petroleum

Act 307 Category

Products

9

Manistique Oil Co.

NA

LUST
Marina Mart LUST

Westside Party Store

NA

NA

LUST

Petroleum

Act 307 Category

Products

9

Petroleum

Act 307 Category

Products

9

Petroleum

Act 307 Category

Products

9

NOTES TO TABLE 5-2:

Site Name:

The site name is assigned for identification purposes only and is not
necessarily a party responsible for contamination. LUST = Leaking
Underground Storage Tank.

SAM Score:

A numerical risk assessment model, known as the Site Assessment Model,
is used to rank all Act 307 sites, except leaking underground storage
tanks. The SAM has a scale of 0 to 48 points, with 48 points representing
the highest level of contamination. Therefore, a site with a SAM score of
25 would present more risk to the environment, health, safety or welfare
than a site with a score of 20.
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Contaminant(s):

Status:

BEHP -

Bis (2-ethylhexyl)phthalate

BTEX -

Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzenes and Xylenes

PCB -

Polychlorinated Biphenyls

Act 307 sites are placed in one of nine categories, depending on the
action, if any, which has been taken towards cleanup. Applicable
categories in the City of Manistique are:

Category 1 -

Inactive, No Action Taken

Category 2 -

Cleanup Action Taken or in Progress-Evaluation/Interim
Response-Fund

Category 3 -

Cleanup Action Taken or in Progress-Evaluation/Interim
Response-Potentially Responsible Party/Other

Category 8 -

Leaking Underground Storage Tank Sites-Inactive

Category 9 -

Leaking Underground Storage Tank Sites-Cleanup Actions
Taken or in Progress

In 1994, petroleum products began to leak from an underground tank at the former Holiday
Station in Manistique, forcing evacuation and eventual abandonment of a nearby apartment
building. It is expected that this site will be added to the list of Act 307 sites in the future.
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From a land use standpoint, the presence of environmental contamination represents a
constraint on future development, as well as a threat to human health and safety. In addition
to affecting a specific site, some contaminants can enter groundwater and cause more
widespread problems, such as water well contamination. It is desirable to identify and
remediate contaminated sites in a timely manner, in order that potential hazards and land use
constraints be removed.

A site assessment grant is being used to identify the nature and extent of contamination in the
industrial park. Once identified, cleanup costs can be identified and remediation can begin.
The park's contaminated status limits its potential use by industry.

While not a contaminated site in the sense of the presence of hazardous or toxic chemicals, the
riverbed and lake bottom at the mouth of Lake Michigan contain large amounts of sawdust, a
leftover from the many lumber mills which were once located at the river mouth. Certain
combinations of wind and currents can cause this sawdust to be deposited on Lake Michigan
beaches, making swimming and walking on or along the beach unpleasant.

Researchers from Northern Michigan University studied the sawdust deposits in 1981, and
determined that deposits up to three feet thick existed in the Manistique harbor. Deposits of
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sawdust on the lakeshore, up to 30 feet inland, were also observed, in some cases up to two
feet deep. The survey concludes that no significant deposits of sawdust exist on the lake
bottom at any distance from the river mouth, and that removing the sawdust from the river
mouth area would remove the source of the lakeshore deposits. However, removing these
deposits would be very expensive, and no efforts have been undertaken to date.

5.9

Issues and Opportunities

Physical features, including Lake Michigan and the Manistique River, constrain the growth of
the City of Manistique. The presence of large tracts of public lands, including the Seney
National Wildlife Refuge and state and national forests also limit the physical expansion of
development in the area.

The City has experienced population declines over the past 50 years, while some of the
surrounding townships have experienced population growth. However, 1994 population
estimates indicate that growth is occurring in Manistique and Schoolcraft County.

Commercial development, particularly of tourist-oriented enterprises, is extending in "strip"
fashion along U.S. Highway 2 west into Manistique Township.
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A number of contaminated sites exist within the city, hampering development of areas such as
the industrial park. These sites also present a health and safety threat to local residents and
visitors.

Development of areas along the Lake Michigan shoreline is of great concern to many area
residents. Some feel strongly that publicly-owned parcels should be retained as open space
and/or developed as recreational facilities, while others believe these properties should be
made available for private ownership and commercial development.

Land use patterns have tended to evolve with a mix of residential and commercial uses in some
areas, which may in some cases be incompatible. There is a sense that zoning variances have
been used too frequently, allowing incompatible development to occur.

Many local residents feel that blight ordinances are inadequately enforced, and that certain
sites or neighborhoods need to be cleaned up.
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6.0

COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND SERVICES

6.1

Introduction

Services and facilities provided by local governments are often vital elements in the
community's progress and well-being. Services include police and fire protection, municipal
water and wastewater systems, disposal of solid waste and recreation programs. Community
facilities include libraries, parks and recreational facilities, cemeteries, schools, and the
infrastructure related to municipal water and wastewater treatment systems.

This chapter will examine the services and facilities available to residents of the City of
Manistique, and will consider issues and opportunities relating to each. Facilities and services
provided by the city will be examined in some detail, while those provided by other entities,
such as the county or state, will be discussed to the extent they affect land use and quality of
life in the city. Map 6-1 shows the location of community facilities and services and the map
numbers are included in the narrative which follows.

6.2

City Hall

The Manistique City Hall (Map No. 1) was built in 1969, and houses city offices and the fire hall.
The building is fully handicapped-accessible, and is located at 300 North Maple Avenue.
Adequate space is available for all city services, although the building is in need of maintenance.
2

The VFW Hall north of City Hall shares use of the city-owned parking lot for VFW functions, and
in return the city parks equipment behind the VFW Hall for ease of access. Additional city
equipment is stored at a separate city garage, located just east of City Hall (Map No. 2).

6.3

Public Safety

The Manistique Department of Public Safety provides fire and police protection in the City of
Manistique, and also operates the City-County ambulance service. Fire protection is provided
in Manistique Township under a cooperative agreement.

The police force is staffed by nine certified officers and one dispatcher. Staffing levels are
adequate, but a garage is needed to protect patrol cars from the weather, and additional
training will be needed in the future.

Nine paid officers and 15 volunteers staff the local fire department, which is equipped with two
pumpers and one tanker truck. One pumper is a 1952 model, while the other is a 1978; the
tanker is a 1962 model. The tanker, which is owned by Manistique Township, was replaced in
1994 by a new model, also owned by the Township. The tanker is housed in Manistique and
operated by City of Manistique Public Safety; in addition to purchasing the tanker, the
Township pays the City $5,000 per year for fire protection in the Township. The City has mutual
aid agreements with other local units of government which provide for backup response across
jurisdictional boundaries.
3

According to the Director of Public Safety, at least one new pumper is needed to replace the
aged 1952 pumper. Additional ventilation equipment and air packs are also needed. An
improved telephone system would improve both police and fire protection services, since the
existing system uses rotary dial phones which do not allow the public safety department to
utilize voice mail systems in use elsewhere. The presence of party lines and outdated
equipment also provide a major obstacle to future development of a 911 emergency dispatch
system within the county. Implementation of 911 is not anticipated in the foreseeable future.

The Manistique ambulance service is a joint effort of the City and Schoolcraft County, operated
by the City. The service maintains two ambulances, a 1992 model and a 1985 ambulance used
primarily for transfers to other hospitals. The transfer ambulance is due for replacement, while
the department's equipment is in good condition. Computerization would improve the
efficiency of the service, according to the public safety director.

6.4

Police Protection

The Michigan State Police also maintains a post in Manistique, providing law enforcement
services throughout the area. The Schoolcraft County Sheriff's Department, which provides law
enforcement in the rural areas of the county, is housed at the Schoolcraft County Courthouse in
Manistique (Map No. 13).
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6.5

Municipal Water System

Municipal water is provided to nearly all residences and businesses in the City of Manistique,
and the city also provides municipal water to 23 residences outside the city limits.

The source for the city's drinking water is the Indian River. The intake and filtration plant are
located at the northern city limits (Map No. 3), and water is filtered and treated in accordance
with state and federal drinking water standards. The plant was built in the late 1970s, and is
generally in good repair. Some meters and valves are nearing the end of their useful life and
need to be replaced; a construction project planned for 1995 will address these items. Newer
and more efficient technology is presently available for instrumentation and control, including
systems which rely on electronics rather than mechanical controls.

Replacement of the city's existing water tower (Map No. 4) began in 1995, as a part of a $1
million construction project. The new tower will have a capacity of 400,000 gallons.

The distribution system throughout the city can be generally characterized as aged. Most water
mains were put into service around the turn of the century or in the 1930s and 1940s, and have
far exceeded their useful life. These deteriorated mains result in a sales ratio of about 50
percent -- in other words, only about half of the water which is pumped from the intake plant
actually reaches customer meters, while the rest is lost to leakage. Approximately 18 percent
of these deteriorated mains will be replaced as a part of the 1995 construction project.
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Severe winter weather conditions in January and February of 1994 caused considerable damage
to the municipal water system. As with many other Upper Peninsula communities, Manistique
was plagued with frozen and broken water lines, and a pump and controls at the intake plant
were damaged during this cold snap. Repair and/or replacement of equipment and lines
severely impacted the city's budget, and may mean that some future routine repairs may have
to be delayed. A Community Development Block Grant received in August, 1994, was used to
cover cost of replacing freeze-damaged watermains along Manistique, Saginaw, Potter and
Park, on the City's west side.

Two small areas within the city limits lack municipal water service at this time. One area is
along U.S. Highway 2 on the eastern edge of the city, east from Arbutus Ave.; the other is also
along Highway 2, at the western edge of the city. Businesses and residences in these areas are
served by private wells; the 1994 CDBG grant funded an extension of a water main along
Manistique Avenue from Saginaw Street to U.S. 2, providing municipal service to a motel and to
residential customers.

Some households in Hiawatha Township, adjacent to the city limits receive municipal water
service from the City of Manistique. These households pay a higher rate for water than do city
residents.

6.6

Wastewater Treatment
6

Wastewater treatment is provided to all areas of the City of Manistique. The wastewater
treatment plant (Map No. 5) meets or exceeds all requirements of the city's National Pollution
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit, and is not in need of any major repairs or
maintenance. It is anticipated that some adjustments may need to be made between 1995 and
1999 to comply with "zero discharge" requirements which may be enacted for the Great Lakes.

The sewer mains throughout the community are relatively old, and many are in need of
replacement. As with many communities, Manistique's storm and sanitary sewers are not
separated, causing runoff from storm drains to be directed to the wastewater treatment plant.
This lack of separation can also result in combined sewer overflow problems, when the
introduction of large quantities of runoff into the wastewater treatment system can trigger
overflows of untreated sewage. The city has reached an agreement with the Michigan
Department of Natural Resources for a 40-year plan to separate storm sewers from sanitary
sewers, thereby reducing the demand on the city's wastewater treatment plant and eliminating
combined sewer overflows. Approximately five years' worth of improvements had been carried
out as of 1993, and planning was underway in 1994 for a project which would include 10 years'
progress on the 40-year plan. A sewer main along Manistique Avenue was replaced in 1994
using CDBG funds.

6.7

Solid Waste Disposal/Recycling
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Schoolcraft County, the City of Manistique and the Schoolcraft County Townships Association
joined together in 1991 to form the County-wide Department of Public Works (CWDPW). The
CWDPW was formed to provide for collection and disposal of refuse throughout the county, as
well as landfill closure.

Until early 1995, the City of Manistique and the majority of townships in Schoolcraft County
were provided with solid waste collection through an exclusive contract with a single firm. In
1994, the city council voted to implement a multi-hauler system, whereby all haulers would be
given the opportunity to provide services within the city. Two companies, Manistique Rentals,
Inc. and Peninsula Sanitation, currently are licensed by the city and are providing weekly
curbside garbage pickup. Residents purchase bags from the haulers at a cost of $1.75 per bag,
and only garbage in the appropriate bag is accepted for pickup.

Once waste has been collected, it is disposed of in licensed landfills located outside Schoolcraft
County. Waste is now disposed of in landfills in Alger, Chippewa and Menominee County.

Recycling in Manistique is provided by two dropoff sites, one operated by Manistique Rentals
and the other by Peninsula Sanitation. Curbside pickup of recyclables is not provided; residents
who wish to recycle must take their recyclables to the dropoff sites. Materials accepted for
recycling include all types of paper, clear and colored glass, metal and certain types of plastic.
Metal items may also be taken to Warshawsky Brothers Iron and Metal or Turek's Used Car
Parts, while Manistique Papers accepts office paper and magazines.
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The City of Manistique operated a landfill (Map No. 6) until 1991 on behalf of itself and all the
townships in the county. While the landfill is not currently being used, it has not been closed in
accordance with the requirements of Act 641. A scope of work study has been conducted to
determine costs and methods of properly closing the landfill, and various governmental units of
the CWDPW had agreed to pay a portion of closure costs. However, in 1995, the City of
Manistique filed a lawsuit against Schoolcraft County, all townships in the county, the
Schoolcraft County Road Commission and Manistique Rentals, Inc., as well as four townships in
Alger County. These parties represent most of the users of the former landfill, and the city is
seeking to force these users to pay a share of closure costs. The city's contention is that the
landfill was jointly-owned and was operated by the city on behalf of all users, and that
therefore all users should pay a portion of the closure costs. The financial impact to the city if
closure is determined to be solely the city's responsibility could be very significant, and could
affect the city's ability to provide a variety of different types of services.

6.8

Public Housing

The City of Manistique Housing Commission operates housing for low-income residents and
senior citizens. Senior citizen housing is provided in Harbor View Towers, a 35-unit building
located south of U.S. Highway 2 near the lakeshore. Nearly all units in Harbor View Towers
(Map No. 7) are one-bedroom units, and the demand for units is such that a short waiting list
currently exists.
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Twenty-five low-income housing family housing units (duplexes) are provided in the Maple
Square housing development (Map No. 8) south of City Hall. As with Harbor View Towers, a
waiting list for vacancies exists.

Two other developments in the City provide subsidized housing: Heritage House, a 48-unit
elderly housing complex operated by the Schoolcraft County Housing Commission (Map No. 9),
and Hilltop Apartments, which offers 32 family housing units subsidized by Rural Economic and
Community Development.

6.9

Cemeteries

Two cemeteries are owned and operated by the City of Manistique, Lakeview (Map No. 10) and
Fairview (Map No. 11). Both cemeteries offer perpetual care, and there is adequate room for
future expansion. Lakeview Cemetery is located within the City of Manistique, near the
fairgrounds and hospital, while Fairview is located in Manistique Township, on city-owned land
south of U.S. 2.

A trust was established in the early 1970s to cover maintenance costs at Lakeview Cemetery.
The trust is administered by the First Baptist Church, and reimburses the city for maintenance
costs.
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6.10

Streets, Roads and Sidewalks

The City of Manistique is responsible for the construction, maintenance and repair of city
streets. In addition to city streets, portions of U.S. Highway 2 and M-94 are located within the
city limits. The city maintains these highways within city limits under a trunkline maintenance
contract with the Michigan Department of Transportation.

Sidewalks throughout the city are owned by the municipality. The city charter states that when
a new home is built, the builder is required to put in a sidewalk and maintain it; however, no
ordinance has been passed to enforce this portion of the charter. The city passed an ordinance
in 1993 requiring occupants of lots or premises adjoining any street to remove snow from
sidewalks adjoining that lot or premise within 24 hours. The ordinance was passed as a result
of citizen concern about uncleared sidewalks forcing residents to walk in the streets.

6.11

Other City-Owned Land and Buildings

The Senior Citizens Service Center (Map No. 12) is located in a building owned by the City of
Manistique. The Senior Citizens Service Center Board is responsible for maintenance and
operations, and the city provides insurance coverage. Another building owned by the city
houses a day care center and the offices of the Michigan Employment Security Commission.
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The city owns a water tower (Map No. 13) which is no longer used in conjunction with the
water system. The tower is of brick construction and is listed on the State and National
Registers of Historic Places. The tower has been closed to public use, and has suffered damage
from birds which have entered through broken windows. In February, 1994, the Downtown
Development Authority offered to provide matching funds up to $5,000 to assist local groups in
obtaining grants to repair the tower. A cabin and museum are also located on the water tower
property. Local donations and matching funds were used to replace windows and do other
repairs; fund raising efforts are now underway for further repair of the water tower.

Several parcels of land within the City limits are owned by the City of Manistique. Some of
these properties are used for recreational purposes, while others are open space. One example
is the lakefront area where the boardwalk has recently been constructed; the entire length of
the boardwalk is on City property, and the City also owns other parcels between U.S. 2 and Lake
Michigan. Other city-owned parcels are located along the Manistique River, in the quarry area
and elsewhere in the City, and include the presently undeveloped industrial park on north
Cedar Street.

In 1993 a private party expressed interest in acquiring a parcel of city-owned property south of
U.S. 2 for development of multi-family housing. A concept development plan for the area,
developed by the Downtown Development Authority, in conjunction with an engineering and
planning consultant, includes the possibility of such development in the area. However, in the
face of protests from local residents, the City Council voted not to sell the property.
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The community survey conducted, as a part of this planning process, revealed that local
residents were somewhat supportive (about 60 percent of respondents) of consideration being
given to selling property north of U.S. 2. When asked if they would support making properties
south of U.S. 2 available for sale, however, only about 40 percent of respondents supported the
idea. A tabulation of survey responses and a summary of comments is included in Chapter 10
and Appendix A.

6.12

Downtown Development Authority

The City of Manistique has formed a Downtown Development Authority (DDA), which captures
tax revenues through a Tax Increment Financing District. The DDA has developed a plan for the
downtown and waterfront areas, and has been very active in developing parks and other
facilities in the downtown area and along the lakeshore. The DDA has also acquired property to
provide additional parking for the downtown, and has provided matching funds for the $1
million water system improvement project began in 1995. The DDA compensates the city for
services provided within the DDA district, such as snow removal, lighting, etc. As a result of the
1995 water system project, streets in the downtown area were resurfaced, sidewalks were
replaced, and new street lights were installed along Cedar Street and some side streets.

6.13

Other Public Facilities
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Facilities provided by other public entities are also located in the City of Manistique, and serve
city residents as well as residents of the surrounding area and visitors.

The Schoolcraft County Courthouse (Map No. 14) and the Schoolcraft County Fairgrounds (Map
No. 15) are located in Manistique. The courthouse complex houses most county offices,
although some offices, such as the Road Commission (Map No. 16) and some health care
services, are located in other areas of the city. The fairgrounds is the site for the annual
Schoolcraft County Fair, and is also used for other community events.

6.14

Health Care

The Schoolcraft Memorial Hospital (Map No. 17), located in Manistique, provides health care to
area residents. The hospital has 47 beds, and is currently remodeling the obstetrics and lab
area. Schoolcraft Memorial is one of four rural hospitals in the U.P. that received a grant in
1993 to install telecommunications links to Marquette General Hospital, allowing physicians at
the hospital to consult with the wide array of specialists practicing in Marquette. The
Schoolcraft County Medical Care Facility has recently been authorized to construct 20
additional nursing home beds, increasing the total number of beds from 75 to 95.
Improvements will also be made in the dining, lounge and storage area, and a second nurses
station will be added.
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Manistique residents are served by a variety of health care professionals, including family
physicians, dentists, and optometrists. Home health care is also available in the city.

Schoolcraft County provides a variety of health care services, including mental health services
and substance abuse information. In addition, more extensive health care services are
provided in surrounding communities, such as Escanaba (55 miles) and Marquette (90 miles).

6.15

Education

The Manistique Area School District (Map Nos. 18-20) serves students from the City of
Manistique and surrounding areas. Over 1,200 students are enrolled in grades K-12, and all
school buildings are located in the city. The high school, which is located near the downtown
area, lacks adequate parking and sometimes reduces the availability of parking for businesses.
Traffic congestion also results at times when students and staff are driving to and from school.

The local school system also houses a library which is open to the public. Local units of
government, including the townships, help to fund library operations.

Residents seeking college courses and technical training can take advantage of classes at
educational institutions in surrounding communities. Bay de Noc Community College in
Escanaba offers several 2-year degree programs and technical certifications, and Northern
Michigan University in Marquette provides bachelor's and master's degree programs in a
15

variety of fields of study. Michigan Technological University in Houghton and Lake Superior
State University in Sault Ste. Marie, while more distant, also are available to residents of the
area.

6.16

Recreation

Recreational facilities and programs will be discussed in detail in Chapter 9 of this plan. The city
provides a wide range of recreational facilities to its residents and visitors, including parks, open
space, marina, boat launch, etc. Additional recreation opportunities are provided in the area by
other agencies, such as Schoolcraft County, the DNR and the U.S. Forest Service.

6.17

Issues and Opportunities

Extensive repair and replacement of water mains is required to address concerns regarding low
water pressure and leakage. The current sales ratio of 50 percent increases the City's cost of
providing municipal water and places a heavy burden on pumping and filtration equipment.

If ongoing and planned projects are completed, approximately 15 years worth of wastewater
system repairs, out of the 40-year plan to separate storm and sanitary sewers will be
accomplished. This leaves 25 years worth of improvements to be carried out. Sanitary sewer
mains also need to be replaced in many areas to eliminate leaks, backups and inflow of clear
water.
16

Recycling opportunities are limited by hours of operation of recycling centers and lack of
curbside pickup. Outside factors, such as lack of markets for recycled materials make it difficult
to operate a cost-effective recycling program.

The majority of city streets are in need of repair. Water and sewer projects located in street
rights-of-way have added to this problem.

City-owned undeveloped land provides open space as well as the opportunity for future
development. Some residents have expressed a desire to have some city-owned land made
available for private development, while others feel strongly that open space, particularly south
of U.S. 2, should be preserved.

Resolution of the landfill closure issue could potentially result in significant cost to the city if
closure is determined to be the city's responsibility.

17
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7.0

HOUSING

7.1

Introduction

Housing is a basic element of any community, and the type of housing available in an area
reflects such factors as population density, lifestyle, income and age. This chapter will examine
the present housing stock in the Township, and assess potential future housing needs.

7.2

Household Characteristics

Many of the characteristics of Manistique's households were discussed in Chapter 2,
Population. As shown in Table 2-6, the average household size has decreased, while the
number of householders living alone has increased. Both of these trends mirror state and
national trends; in fact, both Manistique and Schoolcraft County average household sizes are
below the statewide average of 2.66 persons per household. Between 1980 and 1990, the
average household size increased slightly in Schoolcraft County, following a sharp decline
between 1970 and 1980. This is contrary to state and national trends. Table 7-1 shows the
changes in household size over the past 20 years.

Table 7-1
Average Household Size, 1970-1990

2

1970

1980

1990

Percent

Percent

Household

Household

Change from

Household

Change from

Size

Size

1970

Size

1980

City of Manistique

3.00

2.62

-12.7

2.30

-12.2

Schoolcraft Co.

3.20

2.35

-26.6

2.50

7.7

Central U.P.

3.17

2.78

-12.3

2.56

-7.9

Michigan

3.27

2.80

-14.4

2.66

-5.0

Source: U.S. Census, 1970-1990

The local population is aging, again reflecting a statewide and national trend. As people get
older, their needs for housing change as their lifestyles change. Young families with children,
for example, often prefer a single-family home with three or four bedrooms, while an older
couple whose children have left home may wish to live in a smaller home or an apartment.
Elderly people who live alone and/or have difficulty in maintaining and caring for a home or
even an apartment may wish to move into housing that is specially designed for their needs.

These numbers imply that the need for senior citizen housing is likely to out pace the need for
all other types of housing. Existing subsidized senior housing is available at Harbor View Towers
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(35 units) and Heritage House (48 units); other apartments in the City also cater to elderly or
retired persons.

7.3

Housing Supply

According to the 1990 Census, there were 1,622 housing units in the City of Manistique, 1,591
of which were year-round homes and 31 of which were for seasonal, recreational or occasional
use. Year-round units include both occupied and vacant units.

Of the 1,622 housing units in the City in 1990, 911, or 56.2 percent, were reported in the
Census as having been built prior to 1940. While older housing is not necessarily inadequate or
deteriorated, such housing often requires more maintenance, is less energy-efficient, and may
be less accessible to persons with disabilities. The City of Manistique has a very high proportion
of older housing units, with only 9.6% of the units built after 1980.

Inadequate housing is sometimes characterized by lack of plumbing or kitchen facilities, or by
crowding. The 1990 Census shows eight units in the City of Manistique which lack complete
plumbing facilities, and six which lack complete kitchen facilities, as well as 19 with more than
one person per room. This indicates a low number of substandard dwellings in the City, and
some of these substandard units may be seasonal. A windshield survey in June, 1994, noted
several dwellings which appeared to be in need of major repairs, but since this survey was
designed to assess land use, a detailed housing assessment was not conducted.
4

Table 7-2 displays a number of housing characteristics for Manistique and Schoolcraft County in
1980 and 1990. This information shows how housing patterns change over time, and how they
differ between the City and more rural areas.
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Table 7-2
Selected Housing Characteristics, 1980-1990
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City of Manistique
1980
Housing Units

1990

Schoolcraft County
Change

1980

1990

Change

1,633

1,622

-0.7%

4,974

5,487

10.3%

1,471

1,468

-0.2%

3,045

3,294

8.2%

Owner-occupied

1,083

973

-10.2%

2,458

2,537

3.2%

% Owner-occ.

73.6 %

66.3%

-9.9%

80.7%

77.0%

-4.6%

Renter occupied

388

495

27.6%

587

757

29.0%

162

154

-4.9%

1,929

2,193

13.7%

18

31

72.2%

1,320

1,782

35.0%

Owner vacancy rate

2.1%

1.8%

-14.3%

2.4%

2.4%

8.3%

Renter vacancy rate

7.0%

7.1%

1.4%

9.1%

9.3%

2.2%

Persons per occupied unit

2.62

2.30

-12.2%

2.35

2.49

6.0%

Occupied units

Vacant

Seasonal
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Owner-occupied

2.77

2.46

-11.2%

2.37

2.58

8.9%

Renter-occupied

2.18

1.99

-8.7%

2.29

2.20

-3.9%

$22,700

$27,400

20.7%

$24,800

$32,300

30.2%

$144

$214

48.6%

$140

$206

47.1%

Median value

Median rent

Source: U.S. Census, 1980-1990
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Renting is an alternative to home ownership that many people chose for a variety of reasons.
For the young it does not commit them to a long-term debt or require a large down payment;
for the mobile, renting does not strap them down, and for the elderly it can mean relatively
maintenance-free housing.

Of the occupied housing units in the City, 33.7 percent were occupied as rental units at the time
of the 1990 Census. This compares to only 23.0 percent county-wide, and 29.0 percent for the
State of Michigan.

The 1990 Census showed a vacancy rate of only 1.8 percent for owner-occupied units, and 7.1
percent for rental units. A vacancy rate of less than two percent normally offers a limited
choice of available housing units to persons desiring to move into or within a community.

7.4 Housing Types and Condition

By far the majority of housing units in the City of Manistique, and in Schoolcraft County, are
single-family homes. Of those units located in two- or multiple-family structures, nearly all are
located within the City. This is typical of most communities; multiple-family units are
commonly located in relatively urban areas, close to transportation, shopping, entertainment
and other services.

9

The number and relative proportion of single-family units fell slightly in the City between 1980
and 1990, while the number of multiple-family units and mobile homes increased. Countywide, a significant increase in mobile homes is shown; however, this may be due to the fact that
1990 Census information includes seasonal as well as year-round homes. Some mobile homes
used as camps or summer homes may not have been included in the 1980 information on units
in structure.
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Table 7-3
Type of Housing Units

Schoolcraft County
1980

City of Manistique

1990

1980

#

%

#

3,676

100.0

5,487

1-Unit Detached

2,933

79.8

4,380

1-Unit Attached

13

0.3

26

0.5

2 to 4 Units

245

6.7

209

5 to 9 Units

180

4.9

Total Housing Units*

%

#

1990
%

#

%

1,622

100.0

75.3

1,168

72.0

4

0.2

13

0.8

3.8

220

13.6

191

11.8

99

1.8

120

7.4

99

6.1

106

1.9

90

6.5

667

12.2

61

3.8

100.0 1,626 100.0

Units in Structure

10 or More Units
Mobile Home,

305

8.3

79.8 1,225

57

3.5

Trailer or Other

*1980 Census information is given for year-round units only, and structures with five or more
units are shown as one category. In 1990, seasonal as well as year-round units are included.
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Source: U.S. Census

As mentioned earlier, much of the housing in the City of Manistique was built prior to 1939, or
more than 50 years ago. Older housing is not necessarily in poor condition, but may need more
frequent maintenance or significant remodeling to meet the needs of today's households. If
these older housing units are not maintained, however, they can rapidly deteriorate. Given the
amount of older housing in Manistique, if widespread deterioration does occur, the result could
be a lack of suitable housing.

7.5 Subsidized Housing

There are four housing developments in the City of Manistique which offer subsidized housing
to low-income residents. Three of these developments are administered by the City of
Manistique Housing Commission; the fourth is administered by the Farmers Home
Administration.
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The Manistique Housing Commission operates the 35-unit Harbor View Towers, which currently
offers 34 one-bedroom and one two-bedroom units to elderly residents. The Housing
Commission has recently been awarded a grant which will be used to make improvements at
Harbor View Towers and Maple Square; improvements at Harbor View will include a new boiler,
development of handicapped units, an intercom and emergency call system, carpeting and
community room expansion. Harbor View Towers was built in 1968 and is located at 400 E.
Lakeshore Drive.

The Manistique Housing Commission also administers Maple Square, built in 1968 and
consisting of 25 family housing units located on North Maple Street. Twenty of the units, 2 with
two bedrooms and 18 with three bedrooms, are located in duplexes or apartment buildings;
five units are detached single-family units with four or more bedrooms. As a result of the grant
received in late 1994, all units will receive new roofs, concrete and asphalt work will be
completed, and new vinyl flooring will be installed. A cyclone fence will be built around the
quarry to improve safety.

Heritage House, a 48-unit senior housing development built in 1984, is administered by the
Schoolcraft County Housing Commission. This complex, located at 900 Stueben Avenue,
contains 45 one-bedroom and 3 two-bedroom units.
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Another subsidized housing development in Manistique is Hilltop Apartments, with 16 onebedroom and 16 two-bedroom units. All units are family units, and the building was
constructed in 1975. It is located at 600 Cherry Hill.

7.6 Housing Costs

The median value of specified owner-occupied units in the City of Manistique increased 20.7
percent from $22,700 in 1980 to $27,400 in 1990, according to the 1990 U.S. Census. The
corresponding figures for Schoolcraft County were $24,800 in 1980 and $32,300 in 1990, for an
increase of 30.2 percent.

Median rents increased more sharply over the same period, rising 48.6 percent in the City and
47.1 percent county-wide. While the increases in housing values and rents are both well below
the level of inflation for 1980-1990, incomes also failed to keep pace with inflation locally. This
means that housing has not become more affordable in relationship to the average household's
income.

7.7 Housing Regulation

A zoning ordinance is the chief regulatory tool used by local governments to guide housing
development. It assists in providing orderly growth, protecting residences from negative
impacts, and protecting the natural environment.
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Residential development should serve to strengthen the local community. In rural areas, there
is a tendency for scattered development which eventually can overburden the local unit of
government which must provide certain services to its residents no matter what the cost. This
is especially true of home development which takes place primarily on scattered sites not
served by adequate utilities. The cost to municipalities and the taxpayer, in the long run, can
be reduced somewhat if development is concentrated where services such as roads, sewers,
fire and police protection, and schools are already available or easily accessible. Orderly
development also serves to minimize adverse effects on the natural environment and conflicts
with other uses.

Within the City of Manistique, nearly all areas are served by municipal water and sewer, and
access and other public services are already in place. However, as growth occurs in adjacent
townships, the potential exists for housing to be developed in areas not served by City services,
and eventually a demand for services may occur. While this is an issue beyond the City's
control to a great extent, the City should work to ensure that adequate areas for development
exist within the City, and that there is an awareness of potential future impacts from outside
the City.

The City has adopted a zoning ordinance, which designates districts where various types of
residential and other development are allowed or encouraged. This ordinance is in need of
updating to comply with recent amendments to the enabling legislation, and other legislative
action, as well as changes in local land use patterns and needs. It also appears that there may
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have been some misinterpretations of the types of housing actually present when the zoning
ordinance was adopted, such as mistaking single-family dwellings for multiple-family structures.
This may have led to the inclusion of some uses in certain districts which are no longer
appropriate.

7.8 Housing Needs

In assessing the housing needs of a community, it is necessary to look both at past population
and household trends and at projected growth and development.

Manistique has experienced population declines over the past 50 years but, as noted earlier,
the number of households in the city has not declined accordingly. This stems from the recent
changes which have occurred in family structure and life expectancies. There are now more
single-parent families than in the past, as well as more households containing one person living
alone. Often these single-person households are elderly people who either want to live alone
because they desire to remain independent in their own homes for as long as possible, or
because their families have moved away and/or are unable or unwilling to take elderly relatives
into their homes, as was often done in the past. The recent increase in home health care
services has also enabled elderly people to remain in their homes, rather than entering nursing
homes when they do not need full-time care.
The general aging of the population will also contribute to the need for housing for the elderly.
The so-called "baby boomers" are aging, and people are living longer than past generations. In
16

addition to single-family homes, apartments and units which combine semi-independent living
with the availability of skilled care may be needed in the future.

Another factor which will continue to influence housing needs is the tendency for couples to
delay having children, have fewer children than their parents' generation, or remain childless.
Such couples require housing which is less oriented towards large families, with numerous
bedrooms, but often want amenities such as large lots, larger rooms, more bathrooms,
fireplaces, hot tubs, and so on. The number of single-parent families is also increasing, and
these families often have unique housing needs.

Current housing type and condition also has an impact on future housing needs. The large
amount of older housing in Manistique indicates a potential need for significant replacement
housing in the future. Many older homes are not conducive to occupancy by elderly residents,
because of difficulty of access, lack of insulation, etc. These homes may also lack the amenities
younger couples and families desire.

7.9 Issues and Opportunities

The existing housing stock in the City is old, although much appears to be in good condition.
Preservation of this housing will require continued maintenance; if the housing is not
maintained, a significant need for replacement housing could occur.
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While the population of the City has declined, the number of households has remained fairly
constant. Any future increases in the population will probably require the addition of new
housing stock, as the vacancy rates for both rental and owner-occupied housing are fairly low.

The continued aging of the population may create a need for housing specially designed to
meet the needs of elderly persons.

Schoolcraft County has undertaken extensive housing rehabilitation over the past few years,
using Community Development Block Grant funds received through the Michigan State Housing
Development Authority (MSHDA), and administered by the Schoolcraft County Economic
Development Corporation. The City should encourage residents to take advantage of this
county-wide program.
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8.0

TRANSPORTATION

8.1 Introduction

A good transportation network is necessary for the effective movement of people and goods
within and between communities. Well-maintained roads, airports, railroads and ports, with
adequate capacity for current use and future expansion, are crucial to local economies and
development patterns.

From a residential standpoint, a major determinant as to where people live is accessibility, i.e.
the presence, adequacy and maintenance of roads and streets. One reason people tend to
settle in cities, such as Manistique, is the ease of access to services, such as stores, medical
facilities, etc., and to employment, recreational opportunities, and to other communities.
While some individuals prefer to locate in relatively inaccessible areas, even the most rural of
townships generally sees residential development clustered around transportation corridors.

Availability of adequate transportation facilities is also a key determinant in the location of
business and industry. Although today's technology has allowed business and industry to
overcome many of the barriers formerly posed by distance, through teleconferencing, fax
machines, satellite links and so on, most firms still require shipment of raw materials in and
finished product out, and/or accessibility to retail customers.
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In rural areas such as Schoolcraft County, private vehicles are the primary means of
transportation to and from work, for recreational travel, or for routine trips to the grocery
store, church, school, etc. Public transportation systems are often limited or lacking entirely in
these areas, and outside of small communities such as Manistique, distances are often too
great for foot travel.

Information from recent Censuses illustrates the dependence on private vehicles as a means of
transportation. For example, in 1980, the Census showed that of the 1,360 Manistique
residents who reported their method of travel to work, over 81 percent, or 1,105, used private
vehicles, and the vast majority of those individuals drove alone, rather than in carpools. Two
hundred twenty-one workers (16.3 percent) walked or used other means, while 34 (2.5
percent) used other means; none reported using public transportation. In 1990, 74.0 percent
of those reporting a travel method drove alone, while another 10.7 percent participated in
carpools. Only 0.5 percent reported using public transportation to get to work, while 13.7
percent walked or worked at home and 1.1 percent used other means.

The mean travel time to work in the City of Manistique in 1980 was 13.0 minutes, while in 1990
it was 10.8 minutes. About 15 percent of the respondents to the community survey said they
commuted to other communities for employment, with the communities mentioned ranging
from Gulliver, Germfask and Cooks in Schoolcraft County to Escanaba, Marquette, Gladstone,
Newberry and other Upper Peninsula locations. A few said they traveled to locations in lower
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Michigan or out of state; it is probably safe to assume that these individuals do not commute
on a daily basis, but instead travel to their work site for a week or longer at a time.

Further information on commuting patterns is available from the U.S. Census, although this
information is compiled only for the county level. Figure 8-1 illustrates commuting patterns
into and out of Schoolcraft County, and shows the dependence on the local transportation
network to move people, as well as goods, into and out of the county.

Census figures also show the number of households with vehicles available, and the number of
vehicles per household. Table 8-1 shows the trend in vehicle availability for the City and
County, and the relationship between the two units. Households with no vehicles present are
more common in the City than in the county as a whole, probably because the density of
development in the City allows people to walk or use public transit if they cannot afford to own
a vehicle, or are not able or willing to drive.

Table 8-1
Vehicle Availability, 1980-1990

# of vehicles
available*

City of Manistique
1980

1990
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Schoolcraft County
1980

1990

#

%

#

%

#

%

#

%

None

128

8.7

209

14.2

204

6.7

292

8.9

1

714

48.5

646

44.0

1,207

39.6

1,209

36.7

2

514

34.9

481

32.8

1,276

41.9

1,358

41.2

3 or more

115

7.8

132

9.0

358

11.8

435

13.2

100.0

2,004

100.0

4,321

100.0

5,230

100.0

Total **

2,087

Source: U.S. Census, 1980-1990

*

Per occupied housing unit.

**

Assumes three vehicles in households reporting "three or more."

The overall decrease in the number of vehicles available in the City of Manistique is contrary to
the county-wide trend and trends in other areas. Generally, the number of vehicles available
has increased as the population has become even more mobile and residents move into
outlying areas. The population decrease experienced in Manistique may be responsible for the
decrease in vehicles, although Schoolcraft County experienced a population decrease over the
same period with no decrease in vehicle availability. The general aging of the local population
may also contribute to this trend, since elderly residents are generally more likely to rely on
public transit or friends or relatives for transportation.
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Effective planning decisions regarding transportation improvements are vital to a community's
well-being. A capital improvements planning process is often used to develop long-range
objectives for street improvements, as well as other capital expenditures.

8.2

Roads and Streets

The City of Manistique is responsible for maintenance of 42 miles of streets, including those
portions of U.S. 2 and M-94 within the city. Of these 42 miles, most are bituminous surfaced, or
blacktop, while the 5,940 feet, or 1 1/8 miles, are surfaced with gravel. This figure also includes
6.62 miles of state trunkline. Roads and street in the City of Manistique are shown on Map 8-6.

The City is responsible for maintenance of the portions of U.S. 2 and M-94 within the city, under
a contract with the Michigan Department of Transportation. Funding for maintenance of these
roadways is provided by the State of Michigan, under Act 51.

Maintenance of the remaining portion of the street network is the financial responsibility of the
City. Street improvements are financed through City tax revenues, and wherever possible,
through grant or loan funds for other public works projects. For example, the ongoing Farmer's
Home Administration-funded water and sewer project in the downtown area also includes
street restoration work as needed to repair areas torn up during water and sewer main
replacement.
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There are only two bridges in the City, and both are located on the roadways maintained under
contract with MDOT. State Highway M-94 crosses the Manistique River via the Siphon Bridge,
which was listed in Ripley's "Believe It Or Not" due to its unique construction. The bridge was
built in the 1920s, and is a narrow, 2-lane structure. U.S. Highway 2 crosses the Manistique
River near the Manistique Marina, south of Manistique Papers, via a 4-lane bridge constructed
in 1984. These two bridges provide the only road links between the east and west sections of
the City.

Responses to the community survey conducted in May, 1994, showed clear dissatisfaction
among local residents with regards to City streets. When asked to rate a variety of community
services from "poor" to "excellent," City streets received a "poor" rating from 85 percent of
those who responded. Another 8.9 percent rated streets "fair," while only 1.9 percent gave
City streets a "good" rating. Only three people (0.8 percent) rated streets "very good," and two
(0.6 percent) said the streets in Manistique were "excellent." Comments regarding streets
included numerous references to large potholes, poor road surfaces, and generally poor road
condition. Some respondents felt that attention should be diverted from sewer and water
system repairs to street repairs, or that road surfaces should be repaired without waiting until
the underlying utilities can be replaced. Others said that water and sewer mains, sidewalk
repairs and street surfaces should be repaired simultaneously. A summary of the survey
responses is contained in Chapter 10, and a summary of comments is included in Appendix A.
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8.3

Public Transportation

A public transportation system is operated by Schoolcraft County, serving the City of
Manistique and the remainder of the county. The system began operation in September, 1980,
with six buses, and as of September, 1994, has five buses on the road, with a sixth on order.
Hours of operation are Monday through Friday from 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.; weekend service is
available by appointment.

Current vehicles include three 22-passenger buses, one 21-passenger bus, and one bus
equipped with a wheelchair lift which can accommodate 12 passengers plus three wheelchairs.
The bus which is on order from the state will also be handicapped-accessible.

Rather than operating on pre-determined, regularly-scheduled routes, the Schoolcraft County
Transit System operates based on demand. If an individual or group needs a bus, the transit
system responds to the individual or group's request anywhere within the county. Fares are
based on the distance traveled, with discounts for senior citizens. Ridership is heaviest during
the school year, since a number of school-age children use the transit system.

The community survey indicated that residents seem to be satisfied with the public transit
system, although a number of comments were offered regarding hours and days of operation.
The survey offered the statement "Public transportation services in the local area are
satisfactory, and then gave residents the opportunity to express agreement or disagreement
8

with that statement. Nearly 60 percent agreed, while 9.4 percent strongly agreed; 12.9 percent
disagreed, and 3.8 percent strongly disagreed. The remainder, 14.2 percent, had no opinion.

Comments expressed in response to the survey were generally related to a desire for expanded
hours of operation in the evenings (9:00 p.m., 10:00 p.m. and midnight were suggested) and for
operation on weekends and holidays. Some respondents felt that regular routes should be
established, or that buses should be larger or smaller. There were some comments about the
need for public transportation for bar and restaurant patrons in the evenings and on weekends,
to reduce drinking and driving.

Some respondents also commented that a local taxi service was needed, and others addressed
a need for intercity bus service to points outside Schoolcraft County.

8.4

Traffic Flow

Traffic patterns in the City of Manistique are related to commuting habits, location of areas of
concentrated population and/or employment, and the physical constraints related to the
natural environment and land ownership.

Retail centers are located in the downtown area along Cedar Street, along U.S. 2, and along
Deer Street on the City's west side. During the school year, Manistique High School, Lakeside
and Lincoln schools contribute to the city's traffic situation, and seasonal or occasional
attractions, such as the Schoolcraft County Fairgrounds also affect traffic flow.
9

A number of problems areas were identified as a result of the community survey. A need for a
traffic light at Houghton and Deer streets on the west side of the city was expressed by 14
respondents; individual respondents mentioned several other areas which they felt were in
need of traffic control. Several people also mentioned that trucks driving and/or parking on
residential streets posed a hazard.

The "triangle" area and the Cedar/River/Main Street intersection were mentioned by several
people as an area of traffic congestion. A related issue in the area is the presence of the high
school near the downtown, and concerns about students "cruising" during lunch and after
school. Traffic problems mentioned in the area near the high school included speeding,
ignoring stop signs, cutting through parking lots, and "doing laps" near the triangle and in other
areas.

Traffic volumes both within and outside the City have risen over the past few years in most
cases, although there have been some recent decreases on some highways. The Michigan
Department of Transportation uses average daily traffic (ADT) as a measure of traffic volume;
ADT represents the average number of vehicles passing a given point on a highway over a 24hour period.

The city has proposed reducing traffic on Cedar Street north of the River/Main intersection to
one-way going north, in order to eliminate traffic entering the intersection from Cedar Street.
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If this is done, it would occur as part of a state/federally funded project originally scheduled for
1996. Because of funding shifts at the state level, this project has been delayed until at least
1997.

Within the City of Manistique, ADT is measured at two locations: on U.S. 2 east of the M-94
intersection and on M-94 north of U.S. 2. Traffic counts are also done on U.S. 2 just east of the
Manistique City limits, again a short distance east of Gulliver, and between Thompson and
Manistique west of the City. Traffic volume on M-94 is measured a short distance north of the
City limits.

Table 8-2 shows traffic volumes in the area from 1988 through 1992, the most recent year in
which information is available.
Table 8-2
Average Daily Traffic, 1988-1992

City of Manistique
U.S. 2

M-94

U.S. 2

U.S. 2

U.S. 2 East

M-94

West

North

West

East

(Gulliver)

North

1988
1990

Outside City

6,000

8,700

1,800

5,900

3,300

1,700

4,900

5,300

3,100

1,700
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1991

5,400

9,900

4,600

6,500

3,400

2,600

1992

4,700

8,100

3,300

5,700

3,700

1,200

In most cases, average daily traffic increased from 1988 to 1992, although traffic peaked at
several locations in 1991. Changes in commuting patterns may be partially responsible for
these changes; major road construction project can also affect ADT. In an area which receives
as much tourist traffic as Manistique, the poor weather during the summer of 1992, which
affected tourism throughout the Upper Peninsula, may have resulted in reduced travel to and
through the area, thereby reducing traffic counts.

8.5

Other Transportation Facilities

The City of Manistique is also served by air and rail transportation facilities, and historically by
waterborne transportation on Lake Michigan. Wisconsin Central Railroad maintains a rail line
from Sault Ste. Marie to Gladstone and beyond, into Wisconsin, providing rail service to local
business and industry. Schoolcraft County owns and operates the county airport, which is
located just east of the City in Manistique Township, north of U.S. 2.

Shipping has traditionally been an important factor in Manistique's development, as lumber
from area mills was shipped from the Port of Manistique to markets throughout the Midwest
and internationally. In recent years, however, the harbor has not been used for commercial
12

shipping, and dredging would be required to return the channel to a suitable depth for
shipping. A significant barrier to dredging is posed by the polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and
heavy metals in the sediments at the mouth of the Manistique River; the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency has begun implementing a combination of dredging and capping of river
bottom sediments to remove or contain the PCBs. The objective of the dredging is sediment
removal, rather than development of a shipping channel, and the capping of some
contaminated sediments will decrease the channel depth to the point where the harbor is no
longer usable for commercial shipping. The federally-authorized channel has been reduced by
Congressional action to 12 feet.

A report prepared in June, 1994, and released by Manistique Papers, Inc., concludes that
commercial shipping in the Manistique River is not commercially viable. The report states that
even if the harbor were dredged to its original depth of 18-19 feet, that depth is too shallow for
today's freighters, so additional dredging would be required. The harbor also lacks a turning
basin suitable for commercial freighters, docking facilities and storage capacity are limited, and
tug service is unavailable, according to the report.

The Schoolcraft County Airport has two runways, with the east-west runway measuring 5,000
feet long by 100 feet wide, and a north-south runway 2,500 feet long and 50 feet wide. A new
VOR (Very High Omni Range) navigational system is being installed in 1994. The east-west
runway is lighted, and future plans call for rehabilitating the runway and upgrading the lighting.
Other services available at the airport include fuel, licensed mechanic service, de-icing and
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engine preheating, rental aircraft, student pilot services, tie downs and hangar rentals, and a
terminal with a pilot's lounge. The airport is not served by any regularly-scheduled passenger
service.

8.6

Issues and Opportunities

There is strong sentiment that streets in the City of Manistique are poorly maintained, and that
major street repair should be undertaken.

A number of concerns regarding traffic flow and traffic safety were expressed by respondents
to the community survey, including the need for traffic lights and/or stop signs and increased
enforcement of traffic laws.

The presence of tourist traffic on U.S. 2 and M-94 through the Manistique area provides an
opportunity to attract those tourists to stay in the Manistique area, and to utilize local services.

Reduction of the depth of the Manistique Harbor due to capping of contaminated sediment,
combined with the lack of other port-related services, means that commercial shipping will no
longer be viable in Manistique. Legislation reducing the federally-authorized harbor depth to
12 feet has been passed by Congress and signed into law.

14

There is a desire on the part of some survey respondents for expanded or modified public
transit services.

15
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9.0

RECREATION/HISTORICAL

9.1

Introduction

Recreational facilities provided by local governments and other public and/or private entities
enhance the quality of life for local residents, and also attract visitors to an area. In the case of
the City of Manistique, the tourism industry is already a major factor in the local economy, with
many facilities and attractions which benefit residents and visitors alike.

From a planning standpoint, it is important to examine the number, type and condition of
existing recreation facilities, and compare those facilities to the needs of both the local
population and visitors to the area. This evaluation, combined with the overall goals for the
city's future development, will help to determine future strategies for development of
recreational facilities.

Historical sites often serve to attract visitors to an area, much as recreational facilities do.
However, the role of historical features goes beyond recreational values; such features help to
define the personality of a community, and serve as a link to the past. Some communities have
retained more of their historic character than others, and some place greater emphasis on the
preservation or restoration of historical landmarks; the decision to preserve historical features
is often based on financial considerations as well as the overall goals for a community's future
development.
2

9.2

Recreation Planning

The City of Manistique prepared a Recreation Plan, in cooperation with the Manistique Area
Schools, in 1990. This plan was prepared in accordance with standards required by the
Michigan Department of Resources, which is the funding agency for a variety of recreation
projects undertaken by local governments. The DNR requires that funded projects be included
in an approved recreation plan, and that the plan detail the planning process used to set
priorities and define which projects are to be undertaken. The current plan for the City was
adopted and approved in 1990, and expired in 1995. In order to maintain eligibility for
recreation grant funds, a new plan must be submitted.

The DNR recreation planning process will continue to be the primary vehicle for defining
recreation goals for the city in the future. However, it is important that this comprehensive
plan examine the existing supply of, and demand for, recreational facilities, and that
recreational needs and opportunities be considered along with the other needs and
opportunities that exist in the City.
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Much of the discussion which follows is based on the 1990 recreation plan. Future needs will
also be discussed in light of updated demographic information which was not available when
the 1990 plan was prepared, and this information will be helpful in developing the next plan,
which should be developed in accordance with the goals, policies and objectives developed
during the comprehensive planning process.

The National Recreation and Park Association has established general guidelines for the size
and type of recreational facilities which are appropriate for communities. These guidelines are
not absolute standards which work for every community, and the type of facilities needed in a
particular community depend on the amount of area to be served, climate, demographic
factors such as family size and age, and lifestyle considerations. The natural features present in
a community also help to determine what types of facilities are needed. For example,
Manistique's location on Lake Michigan creates a natural opportunity to develop facilities which
provide beach access and scenic views, and/or to interpret the natural features of the lakefront
environment. A larger, inland urban area may emphasize the creation of green space to
provide relief from pavement and concrete. Copies of the NRPA guidelines are included as
Appendix B of this Comprehensive Plan.

In the case of the City of Manistique, the area to be served goes beyond the population of the
city itself. Residents from throughout and beyond Schoolcraft County come to Manistique, to
shop, visit friends and family, or simply for a change of pace. Since Manistique is by far the
largest population and retail center of the county, it serves this larger geographic area. Visitors
4

to the area who are staying in local motels or campgrounds are also interested in recreational
opportunities while in the area.

On the other hand, the areas outside of the city are not lacking in recreational opportunities.
The Hiawatha National Forest, Seney National Wildlife Refuge, and Lake Superior State Forest
provide a wealth of fishing, hunting, camping, hiking and other outdoor recreation experiences.
There are also a number of state parks in the area, with swimming beaches, campgrounds,
and/or scenic attractions.

The key in recreation planning for the City of Manistique is to assess what facilities are already
available, and what needs presently exist or are anticipated, and then determining which
facilities are most suitable for location in the city. An example would be a neighborhood
playground versus an archery range; neighborhood playgrounds are usually located near
concentrations of population, while archery ranges require larger areas of land and relative
isolation for safety reasons. It would make sense to develop a neighborhood park within the
city limits, while the archery range may be better suited to a rural location.

9.3

Existing Recreational Facilities
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This section will examine recreational facilities provided within the city limits of Manistique, as
well as sites outside the city which are accessible to city residents. Sites outside the City are
also important from a planning standpoint because they attract visitors to the general area, and
many of those visitors stay, dine and/or shop in Manistique.

The City of Manistique and the Manistique Downtown Development Authority have made
extensive use of DNR grant funds in recent years, leading to the development of new
recreational facilities. The most visible project has been the development of the boardwalk
along Lake Michigan, which runs from the eastern city limits to the marina at the mouth of the
Manistique River, a total distance of about 6,000 feet. The boardwalk offers a pedestrian
walkway along the shoreline of Lake Michigan, with scenic vistas of the lake, the Garden
Peninsula shoreline and the Manistique Lighthouse. Although known locally as "the
Boardwalk," the walkway in fact consists of an elevated wooden boardwalk, interspersed with
paved and graveled pathways.

Another recent addition to the recreational facilities in the city is the partially-completed
Manistique Recreation Building. Located along Maple Street, the building was enclosed and
doors and windows installed in 1995. Once the building was enclosed, remaining grant funds
were used to install the electrical system and complete as much additional interior work as
possible. Plans call for the building to eventually house an indoor artificial ice rink, concession
area, locker rooms, and seating on both main and mezzanine levels; additional grant funds will
be applied for to help cover the cost of these improvements. Besides hockey games during the
6

winter months, the building could be used for other special events throughout the year, such as
car shows, conventions, entertainment and tennis courts.

A group of local residents, working with a consulting firm which designs playground,
coordinated development of a playground known as Lighthouse Clubhouse next to the tennis
courts near the quarry. This wooden play structure was built in 1995 by community volunteers,
and is owned and maintained by the City of Manistique.

Tables 9-1 and 9-2 show the recreation facilities currently available in the City of Manistique,
and Table 9-3 lists facilities available in the surrounding area. Both tables are keyed to Maps 91 and 9-2, which show the approximate location of these facilities.
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Table 9-1
Existing Recreational Facilities, City of Manistique, City-owned

Map

Facility Description

Comments

Numbe
r
1

Railroad Depot Park: Multipurpose open field w/

Lacks signage and developed facilities; receives little use.

backstop, 1.5 ac.
2

3

Fifth Street Park: Fenced Little League baseball field, 3

City-maintained on property leased from Schoolcraft Co.;

ac.

also used for women's softball.

Central Park: Baseball field, 2 tennis/basketball courts,

Tennis and basketball courts flood frequently.

playgrounds, Little League field, 2 softball fields, band
shell, multipurpose open field, warming shack, ski area
w/tow rope

9

4

5

Intake Park: Water frontage, fishing site, foot and

Additional maintenance and signage could enhance site.

snowmobile bridge, hiking trails, 32 ac.

Site is located in Hiawatha Township, but is city-owned.

Manistique River Mouth Public Access: Hard surface

Fishing pier planned for development by private

boat ramp, parking, public rest rooms, picnic pavilion

organization. Additional boat trailer parking needed for
events.

6

Manistique City Marina: Boat mooring w/22 slips,

City is investigating replacement of existing slips with year-

shower/ rest room building for boaters, public rest

round slips.

rooms, picnic tables and playground equipment, fuel
supply, pump out, water and electricity available to slips
7

8

Manistique Public Boat Launch: Public boat launch for

1994 improvements include new pier, ramp exten-sion to

small watercraft, Manistique River above dam.

compensate for low water conditions.

Manistique Senior Citizen Center: Multipurpose service

Available for rental use by public.

and activity center for seniors. Dining & kitchen
facilities, activity rooms and rest rooms

10

9

10

Lakeside Park: Picnic tables and grills, rest rooms, water

Currently undergoing renovation to pave entrances, add

frontage, 3 ac.

parking, lighting, etc.

Waterfront Boardwalk: 6,000 feet of walkway along

All facilities in good condition. Lighting, parking, pier for

Lake Michigan shoreline, w/benches, limited parking

day use mooring and fishing, picnic facilities to be added in

areas

1995.
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Table 9-2
Existing Recreation Facilities, City of Manistique, Other Ownership

Map

Facility Description

Condition/Needs

Numbe
r
11

Recreation Building: 120' x 240' building, used as

Good condition but unfinished. Building to be enclosed in

pavilion.

1994, electrical and other interior work done in 1994-95.
Additional funding needed to complete artificial ice, locker
rooms, seating, etc.

12

12

Historical Park: Historical brick water tower, fire engine

Water tower has suffered damage from birds entering

museum, 2 historical buildings, picnic tables, play lot,

through broken windows. The health hazard due to bird

water frontage. Joint ownership, Schoolcraft Co.

droppings and dead birds, plus accessibility issues, have

Historical Soc. and City of Manistique.

resulted in closure of the tower to the public. Fundraising
underway to renovate tower.

13

U.S. National Guard Armory: 6,000 sq. ft. of open space

Available to public when not being used by National Guard.

w/kitchen facilities and rest rooms
14

Schoolcraft County Fairgrounds: Open building

City Recreation Department operates facilities during

available for skating, etc., livestock barn, poultry barn,

winter for hockey, skating, etc.

arena, limited kitchen facilities, rest rooms, changing
rooms, 3 ac.

13

Manistique Area Schools
15

Limited availability to public during school hours, generally

Lincoln Elementary School: play lot, combination

available in evenings and on weekends. Open gyms,

tennis/basketball court, multipurpose open field,

volleyball, basketball, open swimming, jogging on outdoor

softball field, gymnasium, 4 ac.

track, etc. are available.

Lakeside Elementary School: play lot, softball field,
16

basketball court, gym-nasium, multipurpose hard
surface, 4 ac.
Manistique High School: Indoor swimming pool,

17

gymnasium, weight room, outdoor track, lighted
football stadium, 10 ac.
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Table 9-3
Existing Recreation Facilities, Manistique Area

Map

Facility Description

Condition/Needs

Numbe
r
1

2

Rogers Park (MDOT): Roadside park w/picnic facilities,

Used by local residents as well as travelers. Popular

rest rooms, swimming beach

swimming beach.

Indian Lake State Park (DNR): 301 campsites, showers,
rest rooms, boat access, hiking trails, 2 units totaling
847 ac.

3

Palms Book State Park (DNR): Picnic area, boat access,
raft across Big Spring, 388 ac.

15

Day use facilities only

4

The Pines Recreation Area (Schoolcraft Co.): Pavilion,

Heavily used site

picnic area, rest rooms, playground, basketball courts,
horseshoe pits, volleyball court, open field, horse ring,
can accommodate large groups.
5

Bishop Baraga Shrine Park (Schoolcraft Co.): Historical
park, nondenominational chapel, Indian artifact display,
statue.

6

Hiawatha National Forest (U.S. Forest Service): 850,000

All lands open for public use; access ranges from areas

ac. in U.P., 122,500 ac. in Schoolcraft Co., campgrounds,

accessible by paved roads to wilderness areas accessible

boat access to numerous inland lakes, hiking, fishing,

only by non-motorized means.

hunting, cross-country skiing, other outdoor activities.
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7

Seney National Wildlife Refuge (U.S. Fish & Wildlife

Access may be limited in some areas at times due to need

Service): Wildlife viewing, interpretive trails, cross-

to protect wildlife.

country skiing, mountain biking, hunting, fishing, 95,000
ac.
8

Lake Superior State Forest (DNR): Campgrounds, access
to many inland lakes, hiking, hunting, fishing, other
outdoor activities.

9

Thompson Fish Hatchery (DNR): Fish rearing facility,
inside or outside viewing, public welcome.

10

Manistique Environmental Lab (Cooperative):

Cooperative effort between several public agencies; plans

Environmental education facilities, including a barrier-

call for nature education center, interpretive pathways,

free ramp and observation deck.

boardwalk to Jamestown Slough.

17
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9.4

Proposed Recreation Development

The current focus for the City of Manistique and the Downtown Development Authority is to
complete the Manistique Recreation Building and enhance the lakefront boardwalk. While
extension of the boardwalk to the east is possible, such extension would take place outside the
city, in Manistique Township. Extension on the western end could extend along the Manistique
River towards the downtown area, but U.S. Highway 2 presents a barrier to development in this
direction. Current plans call for the addition of lighting, parking and a pier for day use mooring
and fishing.

Lighting and parking improvements, together with a fishing pier, are planned for construction in
1996 along the waterfront boardwalk. These improvements are being funded by a Michigan
Department of Natural Resources recreation grant.

The Michigan Department of Natural Resources has submitted a notice of intent for funding to
acquire 522 acres with 9,000 feet of Lake Michigan shoreline immediately west and south of
the city limits. If this land is acquired, it would be open to the general public for recreational
use. Preservation and protection of natural features is the stated purpose of the proposed
acquisition.

The community survey conducted as a part of this planning process generated numerous
comments regarding both the condition of existing recreational facilities and the need for more
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facilities. These needs are summarized in the Issues and Opportunities section of this chapter,
and are discussed in more detail in Chapter 10, Community Survey.

9.5

Historical Resources

The City of Manistique is home to a number of sites and buildings which can be considered
historical in nature. While the lumber mills which provided the original economic impetus for
the founding of the city have long since vanished, other structures remain.

The Siphon Bridge is probably the most well-known Manistique landmark. When it was built in
1919, the surface of the bridge was actually below the level of the river, and the bridge was
supported hydraulically by the water pressure of the river. The Siphon Bridge was listed in
Ripley's "Believe It or Not," but is no longer supported by the river, since the previous high
water level is no longer maintained. Before U.S. 2 was rerouted to its present location south of
Manistique Papers, this bridge was a part of U.S. 2. It now provides one of two links between
the City's east and west sides.

Adjacent to the Siphon Bridge is the old Manistique Water Tower. Built in the 1920s of brick
and stone, the tower is very attractive and different from the typical metal tower seen in most
Midwestern communities. The water tower is listed on both the State and National Registers of
Historic Places. The tower is no longer used for water storage, and has fallen into some
disrepair. Broken windows have allowed birds to enter the tower, and feces and dead birds
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have created a health hazard. Fundraising to assist with restoration of the water tower,
together with matching funds from the Downtown Development Authority was used to replace
windows and cleanup debris in 1995; fundraising for further restoration is underway.

The Schoolcraft County Historical Society maintains a museum/historic site near the old water
tower. The site contains two buildings, the Post House and a log cabin, both of which date back
to the 1890s.

A few other historic structures remain throughout the community, including churches, homes
and the former Manistique Bank building located at the corner of Cedar and Walnut Streets.

9.6

Issues and Opportunities

The waterfront boardwalk attracts both visitors and local residents to the Lake Michigan
shoreline. The opportunity exists to enhance the area to provide additional recreational
experiences.

Through the community survey, residents have expressed a desire for a variety of additional
recreational facilities in Manistique. Chief among these are additional tennis courts and/or
basketball courts in areas not subject to flooding; additional picnic areas and playgrounds; a
swimming beach; and completion of the Manistique Recreation Building.
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Sawdust deposited at the mouth of the Manistique River during lumber mill operation at the
turn of the century washes up on Manistique beaches, detracting from the visual quality of the
shoreline and preventing development of a swimming beach. Rogers Park, about three miles
west of Manistique, is used by many local residents for swimming.

The area of the old quarry presents a scenic site for potential additional recreation
development, but safety hazards also limit the potential for development.

The partially-finished Manistique Recreation Building is of limited value at present, but presents
the opportunity for a wide range of future recreational opportunities when completed.

Future development of the Manistique Environmental Lab can provide recreational and
educational opportunities for local residents and visitors.

The presence of wetlands and threatened plants in the waterfront area offers opportunity for
interpretive trails and exhibits to add an educational facet to existing or future recreational
facilities.
Current facilities should be maintained and updated as needed to continue to meet the needs
of the area population. The general aging of the population may create needs for additional
types of facilities, and decrease the need for youth-oriented activities.
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10.0

COMMUNITY SURVEY

10.1

Introduction

A survey of Manistique area residents was conducted during the month of May, 1994, in order
to assess the opinions of local residents on a variety of issues. The primary objective was to
find out what residents thought of the facilities and services the city provides, what they like or
dislike about the area, and how they would like to see the area grow and develop in the future.

Surveys were distributed by inserting them in the May 4, 1994 edition of the Advisor, for
distribution on city routes only. Press releases publicizing the survey also stated that copies of
the survey were available to anyone who wanted one, if they didn't receive one in the Advisor.

Three collection methods were used for the survey: a number of drop-off points were
established, residents could mail the completed surveys to City Hall, and members of the
Manistique High School National Honor Society volunteered their time to do door-to-door
follow-up to encourage survey completion. Students asked if residents had completed a
survey; if they had not, and wished to complete one, the student assisted them in filling out
the questionnaire.

Although the primary focus was on obtaining the opinions of city residents, those living outside
the city were also welcome to participate if they wished. Residents of the outlying areas use
2

many city services and facilities, such as streets, parks, sidewalks, etc., and many work in
Manistique and spend much of their time there. The Advisor city routes actually encompassed
a few non-city residents; others may have received the survey when the Advisor was delivered
to their place of business, or may have requested a copy from city hall. A total of 24 percent of
the survey respondents lived outside the city limits.

Nearly 1,500 surveys were distributed through the Advisor, and a total of 369 completed
surveys were returned. This represents an excellent response rate for a survey distributed to all
residents; the door-to-door follow-up probably helped to boost the response rate. Since not all
respondents answered all questions, few of the totals for individual questions match this
overall response of 369.

Residents invested a good deal of time in responding to the survey. Most wrote comments to
accompany their answers, and given that the survey was eight pages long, including space for
comments, this was a considerable undertaking.

10.2

Community Services

The first set of survey questions dealt with city services, such as water and sewer, streets,
sidewalks, trash pickup, etc. Respondents were asked to check boxes representing their
opinion of these services, ranging from "excellent" to "poor". Opinions on some services were
fairly evenly divided, while others showed strong negative or positive feelings.
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On the positive side, people seem to feel that Manistique is a safe place to in which to live.
Eighty-four percent ranked fire protection good, very good or excellent, while 76 percent
ranked police protection in those categories. This feeling was echoed in other areas of the
survey, when people ranked the downtown area high for safety, and said they didn't feel crime
is a significant problem in the city.

Respondents also view the public library and local telephone service in a positive light.
Seventy-three percent rated telephone service good to excellent, while 71 percent ranked the
library in these categories.

The strongest negative feelings were expressed about streets. Eighty-five percent said
Manistique's streets were poor, and numerous comments were included regarding specific
streets and areas of concern. Only three percent of all respondents said local streets were in
good, very good or excellent condition.

Water and sewer service generated high levels of dissatisfaction, as did sidewalks and recycling
efforts. Eighty-five percent said the sidewalks in the city were in fair or poor condition, and 64
percent ranked recycling efforts fair or poor. Water service was rated fair or poor by 59
percent. Sanitary sewers ranked fair or poor with 58 percent, while 62 percent ranked storm
sewers in these categories.
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10.3

Land Use and Development

Respondents generally agreed that efforts to preserve historic buildings were adequate (46
percent), and were evenly split as to whether or not the city's zoning ordinance adequately
regulates land use. Forty-four percent disagreed that city ordinances were being strictly
enforced, with numerous comments regarding blight, speeding, curfew and animal control.

Respondents supported additional efforts to attract both industry and tourism to Manistique.
Seventy percent disagreed when asked if efforts to bring in new industry are adequate; 65
percent agreed that the city should do more to attract tourists.

Forty-six percent disagreed that the city should consider selling city-owned land south of U.S. 2,
while only 25 percent disagreed with the idea of considering selling property north of the
highway. Forty percent and 60 percent agreed that consideration should be given to selling
these properties south and north of the highway, respectively.

10.4

Retail Facilities and Services

In general, people seem to consider downtown Manistique a safe and friendly place. Attention
from salespeople, service and repair, traffic, sales, general shopping environment, parking,
building appearance and safety all ranked high with respondents. Prices and selection of goods
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were the only items that were shown to be a hinderance to shopping downtown, fairly typical
of relatively small communities.

Clear preference was expressed for Friday night as the night on which stores should remain
open.

When asked where they shopped for various goods and services, respondents said they bought
most of their gas and oil products (98 percent), prescription drugs (92 percent), professional
services (82 percent), groceries (71 percent), hardware and adult clothing (70 percent), hunting
and fishing supplies (63 percent), dinners at restaurants (62 percent) and automobiles (59
percent) in Manistique. For children's clothing (77 percent), furniture (77 percent), shoes (72
percent) and jewelry (70 percent), people travel to other U.P. locations. Some other products
and services, including banking, building products, entertainment and appliances, are fairly
evenly split between Manistique and other locations.

10.5

Recreational Facilities and Services

Generally, most respondents seem to be satisfied with most of the recreational services and
facilities provided in the city. Some facilities, however, generated more polarized responses.
The boardwalk was ranked very good or excellent by 69 percent, and good by another 25
percent. A total of 84 percent ranked the senior center as good to excellent.
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More negative comments were expressed regarding tennis and basketball courts, swimming
beach and the community building. Seventy-nine percent ranked tennis courts as fair or poor,
and 62 percent said more courts were needed. Seventy-five percent said basketball courts
were fair or poor, and 68 percent felt more were needed. The swimming beach received fair or
poor ratings from 65 percent, and 69 percent felt more swimming areas were needed. Sixtyone percent rated the community building fair or poor, and the same number said more such
facilities were needed.

Although the survey showed that people are fairly pleased with the condition of picnic areas
and playgrounds, 66 and 68 percent, respectively, expressed a desire for additional facilities.
There was also strong support for the new community playground (85 percent), with numerous
comments regarding location.

10.6

Health Care/Education/Other Services

There appears to be general satisfaction with local health care services, although some
respondents commented that additional specialists, such as obstetricians, are needed.
It is noteworthy that 77 percent of respondents felt that alcohol abuse is a significant problem
in Manistique, and 67 percent felt that drug abuse is a problem. Despite this, and despite the
fact that the survey was conducted during the time of a walkaway from Camp Manistique, 50
percent disagreed that crime is a problem locally.
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Educational services received generally favorable rankings, with elementary education receiving
the highest percentage of satisfaction.

The answers to questions regarding other services did not identify any clear-cut needs, other
than possibly for rental housing. Sixty percent of respondents agreed there is a need for
additional rental units in Manistique.

Most respondents (63 percent) felt streets and traffic patterns are unsatisfactory, and a large
number of comments were received identifying specific areas. Although most (69 percent)
agreed that public transportation services are adequate, there were several comments
regarding hours and days of operation.

10.7

Demographic Information

The demographic information was gathered in order to give the ability to potentially crossreference questions, and to give a general idea of the makeup of the sample who responded to
the survey. A majority (60 percent) of the respondents are over 45 years of age, with 30
percent over 65. Forty-seven percent have lived in Manistique more than 30 years, and only 18
percent have children in the Manistique school system, which is consistent with the age
breakdown.
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Sixty-one percent indicated they had graduated from high school, and 27 percent from college.
The 12 percent who indicated grade school as the highest level completed is somewhat skewed
by the inclusion of a number of high school students who completed the survey.

Despite the fact that a large number of survey respondents are over 65, and can be presumed
to be retired, 36 percent of respondents said they or someone in their household was currently
looking for work. This may indicate a high overall unemployment rate, or a need on the part of
currently employed or retired individuals to seek higher-paying or supplemental employment.
About 15 percent said they or a member of their household commuted to another community
for employment.

10.8

Comments

The summary of survey comments totals over 40 pages, and is contained in Appendix A,
together with a tabulation of the survey responses.

9
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11.0

ALTERNATIVES

11.1

Introduction

Based on the trends presented for the City of Manistique, information from the community
survey, and the needs and problems identified during the planning process, alternatives or
policy variables can then be identified. The information which follows summarizes the trends
which have occurred over the past ten years in the city and/or county, describes assumptions
which guided the development of alternatives and policy variables, and outlines some
alternative ways in which the city could choose to address major issue areas.

11.2

Trends

Population

Both the City of Manistique and Schoolcraft County have experienced population declines over
the past 50 years, along with a general aging of the population. Families are getting smaller,
and there are more one-person and single-parent households in the city than in 1980.

Economic Base
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Unemployment rates in Schoolcraft County are generally among the highest in the Upper
Peninsula, and average well above state and national averages. There are significant seasonal
fluctuations in employment in the county, with the highest unemployment occurring during the
winter months.

Even as population has declined, the number of people in the labor force has increased. This is
due to an increase in the number of working-age individuals actually working or actively seeking
work, and a dramatic increase in the number of women in the labor force.

A shift has also occurred away from manufacturing as the dominant employment sector, and
toward the service and trade sectors. Government employment has also increased as a
proportion of the labor force. In terms of earnings, however, manufacturing accounts for a
larger proportion of county-wide earnings than the service or trade sectors.

Incomes in the city are somewhat lower than county averages, and well below statewide
medians. Household and family incomes actually decreased between 1979 and 1989 when
adjusted for inflation. Poverty rates in both the city and county are higher than statewide
averages.

Natural Features
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The presence of bedrock at or near the surface of the ground in many areas of Manistique
places constraints on construction activities.

Water features in and around the City of Manistique limit physical growth and place constraints
on land use, but at the same time add to the attractiveness of the community for both
residents and visitors.

Numerous wetlands, as well as the floodplains of Lake Michigan and the Manistique River, pose
potential development constraints due to state and federal regulations governing activities in
these areas.

Land Use

Land use patterns reflect economic trends, including the decline of the mining industry
throughout the Midwest and the shift towards a more service-oriented economy. Recent
trends have resulted in the development of tourist-oriented facilities along the U.S. 2 corridor,
and enhancement of the lakeshore area for the enjoyment of residents and visitors.

The large amount of public land in Schoolcraft County tends to force residential, commercial
and industrial development into the southern portion of the county, with most development
occurring in the Manistique area.
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Several sites of environmental contamination have been inventoried within the city, and these
sites impose constraints on land use as well as presenting a potential health and safety hazard.

Community Facilities and Services

Municipal water and wastewater treatment systems are in need of major repairs. The Michigan
Department of Public Health and the Michigan Department of Natural Resources have cited the
city for numerous violations of state and federal standards, and the city is attempting to
improve the systems to comply with these standards.

In recent years, the city has gone from use of a local landfill for waste disposal, to a contract
with a private hauler for curbside pickup and transportation of refuse to an out-of-county
approved landfill. Recycling efforts have also begun in the city, as a result of increasing
regulatory pressure and public demand.

Streets in the city are in many case badly deteriorated and in need of repair.

There has been pressure from some areas in recent years to make certain parcels of city-owned
land that are now open space available for private development. A desire has been expressed
from other factions to maintain these areas as open space or to develop them as recreational
sites.
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The City of Manistique has formed a Downtown Development Authority, which has been very
active in promoting the downtown area and supporting infrastructure improvements in the
area.

Housing

A very high proportion of the housing in the city (56.2 percent) was built before 1940, and is
over 50 years old. There is relatively little new housing in the city.

Although the local population has decreased over the past 10 years, the number of households,
and therefore the demand for housing, has remained stable. This is due to changes in the
household structure, including an increase in the number of elderly residents living alone and
more single-parent families.

The aging of the population and the changing household structure may result in changing
demand for housing, including a need for housing suitable for older residents.

There has been an increase in the number of renter-occupied housing units over the past 10
years, but the vacancy rate for rental housing has remained stable, indicating that demand for
rental housing has increased. The vacancy rate for owner-occupied housing is very low, and the
number of owner-occupied units has declined over the last decade.
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Median housing values and rents have increased since 1980, but, when adjusted for inflation,
the increases have been less than the inflation rate. Since incomes also fell relative to inflation,
however, housing has not become more affordable for local residents.

Recreation/Historical

The most noticeable trend in recreational facilities has been the development of the lakefront
boardwalk. With the completion of improvements planned for 1995, the 6,000-foot boardwalk
will be essentially complete.

There has been some pressure to develop parks and playground areas on city-owned parcels in
the area of the Lake Michigan shoreline.

Historical landmarks, such as the old brick and stone water tower, have been allowed to
deteriorate due to a lack of use and lack of maintenance funds. Local fundraising efforts are
currently underway to assist in rehabilitating the water tower.

Transportation

The rerouting of U.S. Highway 2 through Manistique in the early 1980s has changed traffic
patterns and affected land use patterns within the city.
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Considerable public concern has been expressed regarding the deteriorated condition of streets
in the city. Without significant capital investment, streets will continue to deteriorate.

The number of people commuting out of Schoolcraft County for employment has increased
steadily over the past 30 years. Although there are also a number of individuals from other
counties that commute into the area, there is a net commute out of the county.

A public transportation system began operating in 1980, and has operated at a fairly constant
level since that time. Hours of operation are limited to weekdays only, and buses do not
operate on a fixed schedule.

The Manistique Harbor is no longer used for commercial shipping, and the presence of PCBcontaminated sediments in the Manistique River makes it unlikely that commercial use of the
harbor will resume.

11.3

Assumptions

A number of assumptions can be made with regard to future development which also guide the
formulation of alternatives and the development of goals, policies and objectives. These
assumptions are as follows:
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⋅

In the absence of any significant economic changes, the local population will continue to
decrease, or at best stabilize.

⋅

The median age of the local population will continue to rise, and the number of persons in
the older age group will increase disproportionately to the younger age groups.

⋅

The trend toward a service economy will continue, with the service sector providing a
larger share of employment.

⋅

Manufacturing jobs will become increasingly difficult to attract and retain, as competition
for high-wage jobs becomes more intense.

⋅

In all employment sectors, employers will demand an increasingly skilled labor force, even
for many entry-level positions.

.

The educational system will face continued pressure to produce students with adequate
skills to meet employers' needs.

⋅

The physical environment surrounding the city will remain basically unchanged in the
future, due to the large amount of public land ownership and the absence of development
pressures.
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⋅

Demand for community facilities and services will continue, and potentially could increase
in unincorporated areas adjacent to the city require such services.

⋅

Aids from broader units of government to assist in providing facilities and services will not
increase in the future, and will probably decrease.

⋅

Pressure to limit or lower taxes at all levels of government will continue. At the same time,
the demand for services provided will remain constant or increase.

⋅

Mandates and regulations governing the level or type of services provided, such as water
or sewer systems, will become more restrictive in the future.

⋅

The need for specialized housing will increase as the population ages.

⋅

The City of Manistique will continue to be the retail and service hub of Schoolcraft County.

⋅

The primary means of transportation in the city will continue to be the private automobile,
hence the dependence on the local road network will continue.

11.4

Alternatives and Policy Variables
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The City of Manistique can take several different courses of action with regard to the future
development of the area. Some aspects of this development, such as the provision of
community facilities and services, may be directly influenced by local government actions, while
other aspects, such as housing or population growth, may be influenced more by outside
trends.

The following paragraphs suggest a number of policy variables which the city could choose to
pursue with regard to issues and opportunities in the city.

Population

Changes in population often occur as a result of outside events beyond the control of the local
governments. However, if the city desires to take action to stem or reverse the local population
decline, some local actions may be effective.

1.

Attract new business and industry to the city, and encourage the employees of these
enterprises to live within the community.

2.

Advertise the City of Manistique as a favorable location for people to live, and actively
work to encourage people to locate in the city rather than in neighboring townships.
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3.

Capitalize on the aging of the population and the attractiveness of the community by
promoting the community as a retirement area, either for year-round residents or
"snow-birds".

Implications: Although population growth may appear desirable in order to increase the local
tax base and insure a continuing revenue base for municipal services, such as water and sewer,
this desire for growth must be evaluated in terms of the community's capacity to absorb
growth. For example, before concerted efforts to attract new business, industry, and residents
begin, it should be determined that there are land areas available for commercial, industrial
and residential development, and that the local infrastructure has sufficient capacity to provide
services.

A successful campaign to lure retirees to the community would accelerate the overall trend
toward an aging population. It could also create a shift in demand for housing, services, etc.,
which are tailored to meet the needs of seniors. There are also taxation issues related to an
increased proportion of older residents, who are sometimes exempted from certain taxes, who
often have limited incomes, and who may be less willing to support some issues, such as school
millages.

Too strong a focus on encouraging business, industry or residents to locate in the city rather
than in outlying townships may create an "us versus them" mentality which could hamper
future positive relationships between local units of government.
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Economy

Although Manistique is the employment and trade center of Schoolcraft County, the local
economy is also dependent on employment opportunities offered in other communities, as well
as on visitors who come to the area from other areas. This dependence on outside factors
means that some of the influences on the local economy are outside of local control; however,
there still actions which can be taken locally to affect the economy.
1.

Focus on further developing Manistique as a tourist attraction, and encourage retail and
service businesses which serve visitors to locate within the city.

2.

Enhance efforts to attract new industry to Manistique, including development of the
Manistique Industrial Park and concentrated industry recruitment and marketing
efforts.

3.

Coordinate local efforts with recruitment and retention efforts being undertaken by
other entities, such as Schoolcraft County, the Michigan Jobs Commission, Operation
Action U.P., etc.

4.

Assure that adequate infrastructure is available to meet the needs of existing businesses
and industries, as well as providing sufficient expansion capacity to aid in recruitment of
new enterprises.
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5.

Ensure that adequate sites for commercial and industrial development are available
within the city.

Implications: Focusing on tourist-oriented businesses may encourage the continuation of
"strip" development along U.S. Highway 2. Such development may draw businesses away from
the downtown area, may create undesirable visual impacts, and may occur outside of the city
limits. Development in neighboring townships will still provide potential employment for
Manistique residents, and enhance the local economy, but will not increase the city's tax base.

Concentrated efforts to attract business and industry to the community, if successful, may
threaten some of the qualities which make Manistique a desirable community to live in or visit.
While not all industries degrade water or air quality, for example, Manistique residents are well
aware of the potential consequences of contaminants in the environment. An alternative
would be to focus recruitment efforts on so-called "green" industries, and to seek a balance
between industrial development and environmental protection. The long-term cost of
recruiting industry, including any incentives granted.

Competition to attract new industry is stiff, and an active effort to attract industry would
require a significant, long-term investment on the part of the community. Industrial employers
can also increase demands on public services, or in some instances create undesirable side
effects such as noise, odors or toxic wastes. On the other hand, some industries are not
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handicapped by distances from major markets, and are attracted to rural areas because of the
lifestyle and physical setting which small cities such as Manistique have to offer.

Retaining existing employment is an often-overlooked and cost-effective means of achieving
economic growth. Encouraging business and industry to stay in the local area, and assisting
wherever possible in their efforts to grow and expand creates employment and maintains and
increases the local tax base.

It is almost certain that some local residents would like to see Manistique stay the same, rather
than growing or changing. Efforts to change the character of the city may meet with resistance
and alienate some citizens.

LAND USE

Through the City of Manistique Zoning Ordinance, the City can have significant influence on
future land use patterns in the city. The Zoning Ordinance should reflect the goals and
objectives of this Comprehensive Plan. The city also owns a significant amount of land, most of
which is currently open space. The future use of this land could affect city-wide land use
patterns.

1.

Update the Zoning Ordinance to reflect recent amendments to the City-Village Zoning
Act, and the goals of this Comprehensive Plan. Amendments to the ordinance can also
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relax or strengthen restrictions on development, in order to implement strategies
designed to reduce or encourage certain types of development.

2.

Variances and zoning map amendments (rezoning) can be used on a case-by-case basis
to allow for additional development.

3.

Make some or all of the property which is now municipally-owned available for
development, or, conversely, implement policies limiting use and future development of
this property in order to maintain open space.

4.

Ensure that other city ordinances which regulate land use are updated and actively
enforced.

Implications: While it may be appropriate in some cases to mix certain types of land uses, such
as allowing the development of some types of commercial development in residential
neighborhoods, it is important to be aware of the possibility of creating a "hodge-podge" of
land use, with no clearly-defined commercial, residential or industrial areas.

Conflicts between uses are more likely to develop where spot development is allowed.
Negative impacts on the visual quality of the area are also more likely when scattered
development or "strip" development is permitted or encouraged.
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Much of the city-owned property now in open space is in lakefront areas or residential
neighborhoods, where city residents have strong feelings about what uses are most
appropriate for those lands. Future development without regard to citizen concerns may cause
conflict and resentment, as well as potentially inappropriate uses in some areas.

COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND SERVICES

The city provides municipal water and sewer services to residents, as well as law enforcement,
fire protection and other services. The water and sewer systems suffer from extensive
violations of state and federal standards for such systems, and the city is engaged in a longterm efforts to improve these systems, as mandated by state agencies. If the trend of
decreasing population is reversed, and/or increased industrial or commercial development
occurs, demands on these services can be expected to increase. Even if development occurs
outside the city limits, the possibility exists that areas of concentrated development may
eventually demand services form the city.

1.

Continue to upgrade water and sewer systems to meet state and federal standards, as
funds become available. Other services can be maintained at current levels.

2.

Undertake a capital improvements planning process to budget and plan for needed
improvements to city infrastructure.
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3.

Explore full or partial "privatization" of some city services. For example, some U.P.
communities contract with private enterprise to operate wastewater treatment plants,
although the community retains ownership of those facilities.

4.

Expand municipal services beyond the current level, either to meet demands of areas
outside of the city limits, or to provide capacity for future expansion. For example,
municipal sewer could be extended to residents of the Indian Lake area, where on-site
systems are causing contamination problems.

5.

Cut back municipal services in some areas in order to focus on other needs. For
example, provision of parks and recreation facilities could be discontinued or turned
over to another provider in order to allow those funds to be spent on water system
improvements.

6.

The Downtown Development Authority can continue to play a critical role in provision of
services within the downtown area, and work with the city to facilitate infrastructure
improvements.

Implications: If services are provided at the current level, sufficient capacity may not be
available for future expansion of residential, commercial and/or industrial development. On
the other hand, providing additional capacity without customer revenues to support expansion
presents a risk to the community and may divert funds from other worthwhile efforts.
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"Privatization" of some services may lower some direct costs to the city, at least in the short
term; however, there is the possibility that long term costs could increase, or that the city could
lose some control over the operation and maintenance of facilities.

The city could discontinue provision of some services, in order to focus on other facility or
service needs, but hardship or inconvenience to some or all city residents may be the result. If
services such as parks, for example, were to be cut, the overall attractiveness and livability of
the community could be impacted. Many other services, such as water and sewer, could not
practically be discontinued.

Extension of city services to areas outside the city limits could expand the customer base and
increase revenues to the city, while at the same time increasing the demand on those systems.
The potential exists for future disparities between rates paid by city and outlying residents for
services, due to increased costs of providing services and/or rate formulas mandated by
funding agencies.

Failure to improve sewer and water systems to state and federal standards presents the risk of
enforcement action by state agencies if systems remain in violation. Even if systems are
brought into compliance with today's standards, future standards could be more stringent,
once again causing Manistique (and other communities) to be in violation of regulations.
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HOUSING

The demand for housing is affected by population changes, changes in lifestyle and household
size, and economic changes such as increased employment which attracts new residents to an
area. Housing is generally provided by private enterprise, and local government involvement is
minimal except where a unit of government actually owns and operates housing units, or
participates in programs which offer assistance to private homeowners in purchasing or
rehabilitating housing. By recognizing trends which may affect housing, however, the city can
actively work to encourage development of various types of housing in the community.

1.

Encourage the construction of additional single-family homes, either as rental or owneroccupied units.

2.

Encourage the construction of multi-family units for rental occupancy.

3.

Encourage the construction of housing designed to meet the needs of senior citizens,
low-income individuals or families, the handicapped, etc.

4.

Encourage increased development of mobile home parks or manufactured housing
developments in the township.
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5.

Insure that local regulations, such as zoning, provide areas in which new housing can be
developed and existing housing maintained.

6.

Encourage, through enforcement of blight and other ordinances, elimination of
substandard, deteriorated, or abandoned housing units. Use programs available
through local, state and federal agencies to assist in rehabilitation of substandard
housing which can be returned to a livable condition.

7.

Encourage development of other types of housing, such as condominiums or semiindependent living complexes for senior citizens.

Implications: Further development of single-family housing in Manistique would continue the
prevalence of this type of housing locally. It is possible that, given the aging of the population
and the growing number of non-family households and single-parent families, single-family
housing may not meet the future needs of the local population.

Encouraging multi-family units assumes that there is a demand for additional housing of this
type in the city, and that such development is compatible with the desired character of the
community.

The elimination of so-called "blight" by tearing down abandoned or severely deteriorated
housing units may eliminate structures which are dangerous and/or visually offensive; however,
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if removal of such housing displaces residents who are unable to afford decent housing,
another problem has been created. Local, state and federal programs are available in some
cases to assist low-income homeowners or landlords who rent to low-income tenants to
rehabilitate housing and bring it into compliance with U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development standards.

Development of additional low-income housing may meet with some opposition within the
community, since some people believe such housing is prone to neglect, or is incompatible with
other residential use.

Increased numbers of mobile homes in the area could provide a housing alternative which is
affordable to people who cannot otherwise purchase a home. However, many consider mobile
homes to be visually unattractive, and siting of mobile homes in certain areas may be restricted
or prohibited by local zoning. Mobile homes are taxed differently than other types of housing
as well, and increased numbers of mobile homes may have less of an impact on the local tax
base than the development of single-family residences.

RECREATION/HISTORICAL
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The city provides a variety of recreational facilities, which are used by city residents as well as
visitors. Additional facilities are provided in the city and the surrounding area by other service
providers, including other local governments, state and federal agencies, and private
enterprise.

There are a number of historical structures and sites in the city and surrounding area, some of
which are city-owned, and others of which are in private or other public ownership.

1.

Continue to provide recreational facilities at the current level, focusing on maintenance
of existing facilities rather than provision of new or additional facilities.

2.

Eliminate existing recreational facilities which are poorly utilized and/or severely
deteriorated; concentrate efforts on remaining facilities.

3.

Maintain existing facilities, and develop additional facilities in response to needs and
desires expressed by local citizens and in anticipation of future population changes.

4.

Encourage other public or private entities to provide additional recreational facilities in
the city, and/or to take over existing facilities now operated by the city.
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5.

Encourage or actively participate in the preservation and enhancement of historic sites
in the community, including contribution of funds to assist in restoration, interpretation,
etc.

6.

Allow historical sites to continue to deteriorate, and actively pursue conversion of these
sites to other uses.

Implications: Simply maintaining the existing recreational facilities, or only maintaining those
which have not become severely deteriorated or which are poorly utilized could result in failure
to provide sufficient recreational opportunities for local residents and visitors.

Development of additional facilities should be closely coordinated with the expressed needs
and desires of the community, and expected future needs of the aging population, in order to
avoid developing facilities which will not be utilized.

Reliance on other providers of recreational services, whether public or private, deprives the city
of a certain amount of control over the amount and type of facilities provided, and also results
in some uncertainty as to whether those services will continue to be provided.

Preservation and restoration of historic sites is often essential to maintaining the character of a
community, but can be costly. Often expenditures for historic preservation are not balanced by
any type of revenues; funds are expended to maintain buildings or landmarks which demand
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continued investment, and generate little or no revenue. On the other hand, allowing historical
landmarks to deteriorate, or even encouraging their destruction, can trigger strong negative
reactions among local residents, particularly those who have lived in a community for many
years. Loss of historical features means a loss of a community's connection to its past.

TRANSPORTATION

The City of Manistique is responsible for maintenance and repair of city streets, and for state
and federal highways within the city limits under contract with the Michigan Department of
Transportation. The city maintains crews and equipment to maintain streets, and also
contracts projects to area contractors.

1.

Continue to maintain streets at the current level, conducting repairs in the most critical
areas and as funds are available.

2.

Undertake a capital improvements planning program for streets, as well as other
community facilities, in order to budget for street repairs in future years, and to set
priorities for street projects.

3.

Divert funding from other city services, such as water and/or sewer system repairs, in
order to repair city streets.
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4.

Combine street repair projects with other infrastructure projects for which funding may
be available from outside sources. For example, if state or federal funding is available to
upgrade water lines, streets which are dug up for these repairs should be restored as
part of the water system project. If possible, these projects could be structured to allow
not only restoration of the street to its former condition, but upgrading to a higher
standard.

5.

Identify and correct areas of traffic congestion and/or hazardous traffic patterns, by
using traffic lights, signs, speed limits, one-way streets, re-design of intersections, and
other methods of regulating traffic flow.

Implications: The local transportation system is a primary determinant of development and
land use patterns. Allowing streets to continue to deteriorate will hinder future development
by limiting ease of access, and may make existing neighborhoods less desirable.

Diverting funds from other infrastructure needs, such as water or sewer repairs, can result in
additional enforcement issues with state agencies. In order to focus a significant amount of
funding on street repairs, substantial cutbacks in planned projects would have to occur. It is
also most logical to complete street improvements after underground infrastructure has been
repaired, to avoid digging up newly-repaired streets to repair water and sewer lines.
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12.0

GOALS, POLICIES AND OBJECTIVES

12.1

Introduction

Throughout the preceding 11 chapters of this plan, detailed information has been presented
defining the historical trends and current situation in the City of Manistique. This background
information has helped the Planning Commission to gain an understanding of the forces which
have shaped the growth of the City to this point. Following this presentation of background
information, assumptions, alternatives and policy variables are presented, which define some
potential strategies which the City could undertake, and the possible implications of those
strategies.

In order for a community to have a sound plan for growth and development, it is essential that
goals be set. Such goals are broad statements which reflect desired future conditions, and are
based on the background information, assumptions, alternatives and policy variables presented
earlier. More specific policies and objectives are then developed, which define actions which
can be taken to implement the goals.

The final stage of the planning process, which is implementation of the plan, begins once the
goals, policies and objectives have been defined. The first step in plan implementation is the
adoption of this plan by the Planning Commission following a public hearing and consideration
of any public comments received.
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Plan implementation continues through adherence to the goals, policies and objectives set
forth in this plan. It should be emphasized, however, that these goals, policies and objectives
are not "cast in concrete." While the planning commission has developed these goals, policies
and objectives based on the best information available, and the needs of the community at a
point in time, changing needs and desires within the community, or changes in the local
population or economy may mean that these goals, policies and objectives will need to be reevaluated. This plan must remain flexible enough to respond to changing needs and conditions,
while still providing a strong guiding mechanism for future development. The Planning
Commission and the City Council, together with other groups, organizations and individuals, can
use this plan as a dynamic decision making tool, and should assure that the plan is referred to
frequently and updated periodically.

The Planning Commission has prepared a Future Land use map (Map 12-1) which has been
developed consistent with the goals, policies and objectives of this plan. The map represents a
land use scheme which attempt to strike a balance between established land uses and a vision
of what Manistique could ideally look like in the future. This map can be used as a guide for
future development decisions, and will be of particular importance in zoning decisions.

To assist in understanding the nature of the goals, objectives and policies presented on the
following pages, the following definitions are presented:
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Goal:

A broad statement of a desired future condition, the generalized end toward
which all efforts are directed. Goals are often stated in terms of fulfilling broad
public needs, or alleviating major problems. Goals are generally difficult to
measure and are idealistic.

Policy:

A statement of position or course of action which provides a means of obtaining
a stated goal. Policies are factual in nature, and can be measured by the impact
they have on existing conditions.

Objective:

A specific attainable end derived from a related goal or policy to be
accomplished within a specific time. When attained, they represent significant
and measurable progress toward a goal, thus providing a means of evaluating
progress.

12.2

Economy

Explanation: The City of Manistique is the retail, service and industrial center of Schoolcraft
County. However, unemployment is higher and incomes lower than in other counties in the
region, and the economy is heavily dependent on one industrial employer and on service sector
employment.

Goal:
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To provide a diversified and stable economy in the City of Manistique.

Policies:

1.

Ensure that adequate sites are available for industrial development in or near the City of
Manistique.

2.

Provide the opportunity for business and industry to receive tax abatements or financial
assistance with infrastructure improvements as an encouragement to locate in the
community.

3.

Encourage existing firms to stay in the community, and assist in expansion efforts
wherever possible.

4.

Repair and improve existing infrastructure to meet the needs of existing business and
industry as well as make the community more attractive to prospects.

5.

Encourage promotion of assets which attract visitors to the community, including the
boardwalk, lakeshore, year-round recreation opportunities, etc.

6.

Improve appearance of and access to downtown area and the community in general, in
order to attract more customers and improve the local business climate.
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Objectives:

1.

Form cooperative relationships with other units of government and organizations to
encourage development in areas outside the City if suitable sites are not available within
the City.

2.

Clean up environmental contamination and extend utilities into Manistique Industrial
Park in order to encourage firms to locate in the park.

3.

Chamber of Commerce, Downtown Development Association, Manistique Merchants
Association and other groups can work together to promote the area, both to bring in
visitors and keep local residents in the area.

4.

Resolve landfill and refuse disposal issues which help keep tipping fees high, thereby
providing a disincentive to locate in the area.

5.

Form cooperative relationships between the City of Manistique and other entities
working to recruit business and industry (Schoolcraft County EDC, Operation Action U.P.,
etc.) and to retain and expand existing firms (Michigan Jobs Team, etc.). Focus
recruitment efforts on small to mid-sized firms which are compatible with local
environmental concerns.
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6.

Promote winter tourism in the area, through marketing and establishment of
snowmobile routes to allow access to and from lodging, dining and shopping.

7.

Improve municipal water and wastewater systems to keep pace with state and federal
standards; improve streets, sidewalks and other infrastructure to provide quality access
to all areas of the City; maintain attractive entrances to the community.

8.

Establish a policy under which the City will consider tax abatements and other incentives
to encourage firms to locate or remain in the community. Aggressively seek grant funds
from state and federal agencies, such as the Michigan Jobs Commission, Economic
Development Administration and Rural Economic and Community Development to help
meet the cost of needed infrastructure improvements.

12.3

Natural Features

Explanation: Manistique's location on Lake Michigan at the mouth of the Manistique River
provides a setting rich in natural beauty. These same features set physical limits to growth and
development.

Goal:

Preserve and enhance the natural environment of the City of Manistique.
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Policies:

1.

Encourage cleanup of environmentally contaminated sites (Act 307 sites) in the City, to
remove potential threats to human health and safety and to the environment.

2.

Work with local industry and residents of surrounding townships to define and resolve
potential sources of contamination of Manistique's Indian River water supply. Examples
of potential contamination concerns include failing septic systems in the Indian Lake
area and sludge disposal upstream of the water intake.

3.

Define areas where the natural environment may constrain land use, such as location of
threatened and endangered plant species, wetlands, etc.

Objectives:

1.

Work with the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality and with property
owners to encourage cleanup of contaminated sites. In cases where the City has an
ownership interest, or can otherwise become involved in cleanup, pursue state and
federal funding where available to assist in cleaning up these sites.
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2.

Pursue funding and public support for extending municipal sewer service to residents of
the Indian Lake area in Hiawatha Township.

3.

Conduct an inventory of natural constraints, both through research of existing data,
such as the Michigan Resource Inventory System (MIRIS) and on-site surveys.
Determine whether some of these sites can be used to enhance recreational or
educational opportunities (including eco-tourism), and whether some sites can be made
available for development if mitigated elsewhere.

12.4

Land Use

Explanation: Land use patterns in the City of Manistique have evolved based on historical
employment and transportation patterns. As employment and transportation characteristics
have changed, so has land use. In some cases, incompatible land uses have been located in
some districts. There are also physical constraints to land use and development, as discussed
above.

Goal:

To assure a consistent, coherent pattern of land use and development in the future, taking into
consideration the desire for growth while protecting the natural environment and preserving
the character of the community.
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Policies:

1.

Use the local zoning ordinance, blight ordinance and other enforcement tools to guide
development in the City.

2.

Ensure that sites for appropriate development, as discussed elsewhere in this plan, are
available. Appropriate development includes light industry, certain types of housing,
retail establishments, etc.

3.

Consider land use patterns and regulations of adjacent townships when siting
development in the City.

4.

Eliminate existing incompatible land uses where possible, and attempt to prevent
further establishment of incompatible uses.

5.

Due to a lack of suitable sites, make some parcels of city-owned property available for
certain forms of development. However, city-owned property south of U.S. 2 and east
of the Manistique River should not be available for private development.

Objectives:
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1.

Update the City of Manistique Zoning Ordinance to be consistent with the goals and
objectives of this plan, and to more accurately reflect current land use patterns.
Continue to update as needed to reflect changes in local trends and needs, and changes
in state statutes.

2.

Enforce the zoning ordinance to insure that future land use is consistent with the
objectives of this plan, and to minimize incompatibilities. Avoid the use of inappropriate
variances of zoning regulations, and attempt to minimize nonconforming uses.

3.

As the zoning ordinance is updated, meet with representatives of adjacent communities
to discuss compatibility of land use patterns across jurisdictional boundaries.

4.

Inventory city-owned properties, and determine terms under which some properties
may be available for development. Of particular interest are parcels along the
Manistique River or in the quarry area which may be suitable for residential
development.

12.5

Community Facilities and Services

Explanation: The City of Manistique provides a full range of facilities and services to its
residents and in some cases, under agreements with other local units, to residents outside the
City. While many of these services are provided at a level which is adequate to meet current
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needs, others, most notably municipal water, wastewater collection and treatment and storm
drainage are in violation of state and federal standards.

Goal:

Provide all needed community facilities and services in a cost-effective manner, in accordance
with the standards of regulatory agencies.

Policies:

1.

Complete repairs mandated by the 40-year agreement between the City and the
Michigan DNR regarding wastewater treatment and elimination of combined sewer
overflows.

2.

Complete necessary repairs to the municipal water system to bring system into
compliance with Michigan Department of Public Health standards.

3.

Develop a system of planning and budgeting for necessary public improvements, in
order to position the city to take advantage of grant funds, and to aid in preparing
future budgets.
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Objectives:

1.

Implement a Capital Improvements Planning program in the City, to provide long-term
prioritization and budgeting for public works projects and equipment purchases.

2.

Continue to utilize state and federal grant and loan programs to fund water and
wastewater improvements, together with local funds as available.

3.

Continue to work with the Downtown Development Authority to fund community
facility improvements in the downtown area.

4.

Continue to work with other units of government to provide services in the City and
elsewhere.

Goal:

Provide sufficient capacity in community facilities and services to allow for future growth and
expansion.

Policies:
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1.

Extend water and wastewater services to undeveloped parcels which are suitable for
development within the City.

2.

Define areas outside the City which potentially could be added to the municipal water
and wastewater service areas, or served by other community facilities or services.

Objectives:

1.

Provide water and wastewater services, together with access and utilities from other
providers (natural gas, electric power, etc.) to the Manistique Industrial Park and
properties in the riverfront and quarry areas which are suitable for residential
development.

2.

Cooperate with other local units of government to extend municipal water and/or
wastewater services to residents of the Indian Lake area or other areas outside the city
to serve areas where on-site systems are inadequate.

12.6

Housing

Explanation: The majority of the housing within the City of Manistique consists of single-family
detached dwellings, although there is a significant concentration of multi-family housing in the
City. Nearly 60 percent of the housing in the City is over 50 years old. The changing
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demographics of the community, particularly the aging of the local population, may dictate
needs for different types of housing in the future. Because of the proximity to services, such as
health care, shopping, recreation, etc. the City is the most logical place for certain types of
housing developments, such as senior citizen housing.

Goal:

Encourage provision of an adequate supply of affordable, safe and sanitary housing, consistent
with the needs of the local population.

Policies:

1.

Encourage development of housing which is designed to meet the needs of elderly
residents, single-parent families, and other groups with special needs.

2.

Through the zoning ordinance and other land use regulation tools, ensure that sufficient
sites are available to develop new housing.

3.

Maintain and upgrade, as needed, public housing administered by the Manistique
Housing Commission.

4.

Encourage maintenance of the existing housing stock.
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5.

Encourage development of additional rental properties, both multi- and single-family,
which would generally not be subsidized.

6.

Adopt local ordinance providing for regular inspection of rental housing, similar to
ordinances in the cities of Escanaba and Gladstone.

Objectives:

1.

Work towards development of housing for elderly residents which provides accessibility,
ease of maintenance, security and possibly some level of health care, meals, etc. Such
housing need not be subsidized for low-income residents, but rather should be designed
for middle income residents.

2.

Make certain parcels of city-owned property available for housing development,
particularly those parcels along the east side of the Manistique River and/or in the
quarry area which are conveniently located with regards to downtown.

3.

As the zoning ordinance is updated, provide areas for development of single-family and
multiple-family residential development in appropriate areas.
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4.

The Manistique Housing Commission should continue to use grant funds and other
revenues to maintain and upgrade the Harbor View Towers and Maple Square housing
developments.

5.

Utilize Community Development Block Grant funds through the Schoolcraft County
Housing Rehabilitation Program to assist local residents to maintain and upgrade
housing in the City.

12.7

Recreation/Historical

Explanation: A wide variety of recreational sites are provided in the City of Manistique and the
surrounding area. Some of these sites are owned and maintained by the City, while other
entities, including the county and state, are responsible for other sites. Aggressive use of grant
funds in recent years has led to the development of the waterfront boardwalk and the initial
stages of development of the Community Recreation Building.

Much of the historical evidence of Manistique's early days has disappeared, but some sites,
such as the brick and stone water tower, remain. In most cases these sites are in need of
restoration.

Goal:
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Provide a wide range of recreational opportunities, including a variety of recreational
experiences for all age groups.

Policies:

Maintain unique natural features within the community, particularly the lakeshore area, while
providing compatible recreational opportunities.

Maintain city ownership of Lake Michigan shoreline areas in order to insure that inappropriate
and/or incompatible development does not occur in these areas.

Ensure that the zoning ordinance and other land use regulations allow for the establishment of
businesses which will enhance the recreational opportunities in the community.

Maintain existing recreational areas and facilities, and rehabilitate where needed.

Concentrate recreational facilities in specific areas, rather than developing single-purpose sites
in scattered areas.
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Objectives:

Develop walking paths, bicycle pathways and bike lanes on existing roadways to enable
residents and visitors to enjoy the community's outdoor environment and natural features, and
to link the lakeshore with other areas of the city.

Develop Central Park and the Community Recreation Building to provide a centrally-located site
with a variety of recreational facilities.

Provide opportunities for the establishment of businesses which compliment the local
recreation experience, such as equipment rentals, restaurants, etc.
Extend the waterfront boardwalk along the Manistique River and provide a link to downtown
Manistique. Provide additional signage, picnic areas, etc., to enhance and encourage use of the
waterfront boardwalk, and complete planned lighting, parking and fishing pier projects.

Goal:

Exploit the historical character of the City of Manistique, to preserve links to the past, to
promote a sense of community identity, and to make the community more attractive to
visitors.

Policies:
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Identify historical structures and areas within the City of Manistique.

Encourage the protection and/or rehabilitation of historical structures wherever possible,
rather than replacing with new structures.

Objectives:

Obtain information regarding financial assistance or incentives to retain or rehabilitate
historical structures.

Investigate designation of the area east of downtown, in the vicinity of the courthouse, as a
historic district.

Develop local regulations, perhaps as part of a historic district, which encourage preservation of
locally significant structures.

12.8

Transportation

Explanation: The City of Manistique is served by U.S. Highway 2, which runs along the Lake
Michigan shoreline, and M-94, which begins in Manistique and extends north to Munising and
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west to U.S. 41. The City also maintains a network of streets and alleys. A county-wide public
transportation system also serves the City.

Goal:

Provide a transportation network within the City which provides for the safe and efficient
movement of goods and people throughout, into and out of the City.

Policies:
Develop a six-year Capital Improvements Plan for road and street projects, as well as other
capital expenditures.

Evaluate city-wide traffic patterns, identify hazardous intersections and other areas where
unsafe traffic patterns exist, and develop strategies for elimination of hazards.

Consider installing traffic lights, stop signs, or other traffic control devices, re-routing streets or
converting certain streets from two-way to one-way to eliminate traffic hazards.

Objectives:

Repair or reconstruct city streets to provide a safe, attractive road surface in all areas of the
City.
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Eliminate five-way intersection in the "triangle" area.

Consider additional traffic control at the intersection of Houghton and Deer streets; this
requires coordination with the Michigan Department of Transportation, and further study of
alternatives.

Provide turning lanes for access to recreational areas.
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